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Inland waters cover about 2.5 percent of our planet and harbor huge numbers of
known and unknown microorganisms including viruses. Viruses likely play
dynamic, albeit largely undocumented roles in regulating microbial communities
and in recycling nutrients in the ecosystem. Phycodnaviruses are a genetically
diverse, yet morphologically similar, group of large dsDNA-containing viruses
(160- to 560-kb) that inhabit aquatic environments. Members of the genus
Chlorovirus are common in freshwater. They replicate in eukaryotic, singlecelled, chlorella-like green algae that normally exist as endosymbionts of protists
in nature. Very little is known about the natural history of the chloroviruses and
how they achieve high-titer and long-term persistence in nature. To study their
natural history, we examined chloroviruses over a three-year period to determine
their abundance, prevalence, and genetic diversity in a small lake in Nebraska
(Chapter II). These studies indicated that the amount of infectious virus particles
was seasonal and both host- and site-dependent. Chlorovirus populations
persisted year-round, suggesting that the viruses are either very stable or that
viral production occurs in an unknown natural host(s). During this study, a new
viral group was discovered and characterized, expanding the Chlorovirus genus
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(Chapter III). This group, designated as Only Syngen viruses (OSy), replicates in
Chlorella variabilis (Syngen 2-3) cells. Furthermore, OSy viruses also have nonpermissive features in two phylogenetically related C. variabilis sub-species and
constitute the first report of a post-infection host mechanism that results in
resistance against infection. In Chapter IV, five symbiotic-virus suceptible and
four free-living Chlorella species were evaluated for their capabilities to
assimilate nutrients. Hierarchical clustering reveals a clear distinction of both
groups based on their assimilation of galactose, nitrate, asparagine, proline, and
serine. Additionally, genomic and differential expression analyses of symbiotic
algae confirm an abundance of amino acid transporter genes, some of which are
constitutively expressed when the symbiotic algae either grow axenically or as an
endosymbiont within their host. Such similarities indicate a parallel coevolution of
shared metabolic pathways across multiple independent symbiotic events and
suggest that physiological changes driving the Chlorella symbiotic phenotype
also contribute to their natural fitness.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
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Literature Review

Viruses: cosmopolitan, abundant and important entities in nature
Viruses are ubiquitous members of the biosphere as they are found in essentially
every ecosystem on the planet (Short, 2012). For example, analyses of aquatic
environmental samples indicate that high concentrations of viruses (105 to 109
particles/ml) that infect microorganisms, primarily bacteria, are present in marine
and inland waters (e.g., Lim et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Brito et al., 2010; Short,
2012; Yau et al., 2011). The virus number typically exceeds that of cellular
organisms by at least an order of magnitude; thus, the number of different
viruses within a community is huge. Their functions of predation and gene
transfer make viruses key drivers in the dynamics of microbial ecosystems
(Mokili et al., 2012; Suttle, 2007). Furthermore, viruses play important roles in the
global biogeochemical cycling of carbon and nutrients (Bratbak et al., 1990;
Rohwer & Thurber, 2009).
Studies from diverse biomes show that different environments possess distinct
viral community structures. Even small and individual ecosystems, such as
human feces, contain around 1,000 viral genotypes, whereas viral communities
in seawater, although they are more diverse, contain around 5,000 genotypes
(Breitbart et al., 2002; Breitbart et al., 2003). In both environments, the
predominant viral type accounted for at least 1% of the total population. In
contrast, samples collected from near-shore marine sediments were highly
diverse, hosting between 10,000 and one million viral genotypes, with the most
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abundant type representing less than 0.01% of the community. Thus, our
biosphere is abundant with genetic information, which mainly is of viral origin and
we have not yet been able to assign a role, function or evolutionary origin (Cortez
et al., 2009).

“Virus” misleading us for decades
Virology officially started in 1898 (Beijerinck & Johnson, 1964), and for decades,
viruses were defined by what they were not: very small entities (ultra filterable
microbes) not visible under the microscope and not culturable in the absence of a
host. Viruses were first considered as possible intermediate forms between
mineral and true cellular life (Witzany, 2012). Additionally, at the end of the 20th
century, the first viruses known to the public were those causing malignant
phenotypes in clinical or agricultural organisms such as yellow fever in humans,
mosaic disease in tobacco, and foot-and-mouth disease in livestock. Not
surprisingly, virus is the Latin term for “poison, venom, or slimy fluid,” which
reflects its common strategy to survive (Witzany, 2012). Although at the time, the
depiction of viruses as malicious killers was very appealing, new information
about viruses emphasizes the important roles they possess, not only in the
evolution of all life, but also as symbionts or co-evolutionary partners of host
organisms (Witzany, 2012). Thus, with the advances in sequencing and
technology of modern science, we are just now able to rediscover and
understand what “viruses” really encompass.
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Viruses are unlimited sources for diversity in their composition and shape
Viral genomes are the major source of genetic information in the biosphere, as
they are known to evolve rapidly (Koonin et al., 2015). Despite being the most
diverse biological entities, viruses are also the least characterized microbe in
terms of their genetic, taxonomic, and functional diversity; for example, they often
contain unique genes for which no homologues exist (Witzany, 2012).
There are countless unique genes in viruses with the potential to have unique
and completely unexpected functions; in such a diverse pool, genes can produce
structurally and functionally conserved proteins that have no apparent cellular
ancestors. For example, novel proteins are able to generate unlimited structures,
as evidenced by the various shapes seen in prokaryotic viruses: lemon-shaped
viruses, tulip-shaped viruses, bottle-shaped viruses, stick-shaped viruses with
hooks and pleomorphic-viruses along with others with globular, icosahedral and
filamentous shapes (Pietila et al., 2014) (Figure 1).
Viruses also lack a universal gene (Rohwer & Edwards, 2002) such as the
ribosomal RNA genes that are used to assess microbial diversity. Some genes,
however, are conserved within particular taxonomic groups, as evidenced in the
sequenced genomes of viral isolates; thus, their sequences are similar enough at
the nucleotide level to facilitate taxonomic identifications (Mokili et al., 2012).
Taxonomically, viruses are also classified by the nature of their nucleic acids
following the Baltimore classification (Baltimore, 1971).
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Figure 1. Diversity of virion morphotypes of prokaryotic viral structures generated by
novel proteins. Virions are not drawn to scale. Abbreviations: APOV1, Aeropyrum pernix
ovoid virus 1; APSV1, Aeropyrum pernix spindle-shaped virus 1; PAV1, Pyrococcus
abyssi virus 1; SMV1, Sulfolobus monocaudavirus 1; STSV1, Sulfolobus tengchongensis
spindle-shaped virus 1; STSV2, Sulfolobus tengchongensis spindle-shaped virus 2;
TPV1, Thermococcus prieurii virus 1. Illustration taken from Pietila et al. 2014.

	
  

This classification system organizes viruses into one of seven groups depending
on a combination of their genetic material (DNA or RNA), strandedness (singlestranded or double-stranded), sense (positive or negative), and replication
approach.

Order “Megavirales” a breakthrough in the virology world
Generally, viral genomes are small compared to those of cellular organisms. In
recent years however, the discovery of several groups of giant viruses has
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dramatically changed this paradigm (Abergel	
  et al., 2015; Koonin	
  et al., 2015;
Van Etten & Dunigan, 2012). Currently, viral genome sizes range from about 2
kilobases (kb) to more than 2.5 megabases (Mb). This expansion blurs the
differences between cells and viruses in terms of genome size and complexity.
The genomes of some giant viruses are even larger than numerous bacteria,
archaea, and a few eukaryotic organisms (Koonin et al., 2015; Koonin et al.,
2015a).

Figure 2. Nine viral families within the Megavirales order. Illustration taken from Koonin, Dolja
and Krupovic 2015 with modifications.

	
  
The order “Megavirales” unites diverse families of giant viruses. The genome
size of members of this group ranges from 100-kb to 2.5-Mb. Viruses in this order
are believe to have a monophyletic lineage based on evolutionary genomic
analysis, and they include nine large dsDNA virus families: Phycodnaviridae,
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Poxviridae, Asfarviridae, Iridoviridae, Ascoviridae, Mimiviridae, Marseillevirus,
Pandoravirus, and Pithovirus (Chen & Suttle, 1996; Koonin et al., 2015) (Figure
2).
Collectively these viruses are designated as nucleo-cytoplasmic large dsDNA
viruses (NCLDV). They infect animals and diverse unicellular eukaryotes, and
they replicate either exclusively in the cytoplasm of the host cells or possess both
cytoplasmic and nuclear stages in their life cycle (Koonin et al., 2015; Van Etten	
  
et al., 2010). Intriguingly, NCLDVs have not yet been reported in any higher
plants.

Phycodnaviruses are cosmopolitan in marine and freshwater environments
The Phycodnaviridae family represents icosahedral dsDNA viruses that infect
marine and freshwater eukaryotic algae. Phycodnaviruses are key elements in
aquatic ecosystems with important roles in the regulation of algal microbial
habitats such as communities of red and brown algae (Coll et al., 2010; Kaiser,
2000; Short, 2012).
The family Phycodnaviridae is divided into six genera based on their host range:
Chlorovirus, Coccolithovirus, Phaeovirus, Prasinovirus, Prymnesiovirus, and
Raphidovirus. These divisions are supported not only by phylogenetic analysis,
but also by sequence identity and structural conformation of their major capsid
proteins. Their genomes range in size from 100- to 550-kb (Larsen et al., 2008;
Van Etten et al., 2002).
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Genus Chlorovirus
Members of the genus Chlorovirus, are ubiquitous in nature and have been
isolated from inland waters collected throughout the world (Yamada, et al., 2006)
including North and South America, Europe, Asia and Australia (Cho et al.,
2002; Short & Short, 2009; Van Etten et al.,1985a; Van Etten, et al.,1985b;
Zhang et al., 1988) (Figure 3). Chloroviruses infect certain unicellular, eukaryotic,
ex-symbiotic chlorella-like green algae, often referred to as zoochlorellae
(Meints, et al.,1984; Reisser et al.,1991).
Typically, chlorovirus titers in native waters fluctuate between 1-100 plaqueforming units (PFU) per ml; however, titers as high as 100,000 PFU/ml of
indigenous water have been observed. Titers fluctuate with the seasons, with the
highest titers occurring in the spring; however, the mechanism(s) in nature that
allows long-term chlorovirus persistence and distribution in freshwater is still
unknown (Cho, et al.,2002; Reisser, et al.,1988; Van Etten, 1995; Yamada, et
al.,1991; Yamada, et al.,1993; Zhang, et al.,1988).

Common endosymbiosis between zoochlorellae and protist species
Green algae are some of the most abundant and ancient organisms on the
planet. They have emerged as significant contributors in global energy and
biogeochemical recycling (Grossman, 2005). Algae form a group of diverse
photosynthetic organisms, ranging from multicellular to single-celled genera such
as Chlorella (Proschold et al., 2011). Members in the genus Chlorella (Phylum
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Chlorophyta) are small (2 to 10 µm in diameter), coccoid, nonmotile, unicellular
green algae with a rigid cell wall and a single chloroplast, that exist as one of the
most widely distributed algae in freshwater throughout the world. They reproduce
by mitotic division in a simple developmental cell cycle. Vegetative cells increase
in size and divide into two, four, eight, or more progeny depending on the species
and environmental conditions. The progeny is then released by rupture or
enzymatic digestion of the parental walls (Shihira & Krauss, 1965; Van Etten &
Meints, 1999). Although most Chlorella species are free-living, C. variabilis is a
species that exists as an endosymbiont of ciliated protozoan P. bursaria in nature
(Table 1). They are often referred to as ex-symbiotic chlorellae or zoochlorellae
(Proschold et al., 2011, Jolley & Smith, 1978, Siegel, 1960) (Figure 3).

(Syngen 2-3)

Table 1. List of names and collection site of the Chlorella variabilis algae strains isolated from
their respective P. bursaria hosts. Table taken from Fujishima et al., 2010 with modifications.
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Figure 3. Paramecium bursaria shown in white light, ultraviolet light, and merged lights
highlighting the red-fluorescing chlorophyll of the green algae housed within the symbiont.
	
  

C. variabilis is extremely variable in response and sensitive to small differences
in culture conditions, thus its name variabilis (Shihira & Krauss, 1965).
In P. bursaria, hereditarily intracellular zoochlorellae inhabit the gastrodermal
symbiosomes (perialgal vacuoles) of the protist and transfer an important amount
of their photosynthetically fixed carbon (e.g. maltose, fructose) and amino acids
to the non-photosynthetic partner (Cernichiari et al., 1969; Fujishima, 2010;
Karakashian, 1975; Matzke, et al.,1990; Ziesenisz, et al.,1981) (Figure 3).
Additionally, ex-symbiotic algae produce three times more oxygen than their freeliving counterparts at low light intensity rates (Cronkite & van den Brink, 1981).
Probably, high rate oxygen release in low light intensities is a special adaptive
feature stemming from endosymbiotic interactions. Some individuals also differ in
their uptake of nutrients. It has been suggested that ex-symbionts posses an
efficient system to import and metabolize many organic nitrogen sources, while
they can not utilize inorganic components, such as nitrate or nitrite, as their only
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nitrogen source (Kamako et al., 2005; McAuley, 1987; Yellowlees, 2008).
All features stated above indicate that symbiotic algae strains, including C.
variabilis, are not common free-living organisms in nature, more likely due to
specific algal-nutrient requirements that are only provided in their symbiotic
stages (Johnson, 2011). In fact, attempts to isolate Chlorella symbionts from
nature, as free-living organisms, have generally been unsuccessful.
Despite the constraints of culture-based techniques, some attempts to isolate
intact algae free of the protist host have been successful such as those involving
Paramecium bursaria (Albers, et al.,1982a; Fujishima, 2010; Karakashian, 1975;
Karakashian & Karakashian, 1965), Acanthocystis turfacea (Bubeck & Pfitzner,
2005) and Hydra viridis (Cernichiari, et al.,1969; Pardy, 1976; Park, et al.,1967).
After disruption of the intracellular interaction symbiotic algal strains can be
cultured axenically (Proschold et al., 2011). Isolates from different hosts are not
identical; however, most belong to the genus Chlorella. Biodiversity and
taxonomic analyses show that ex-symbiotic algae are morphologically
indistinguishable based on structural comparisons. However, they can be
distinguished by their ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene sequences (Proschold et al.,
2011) (Figure 4).
Axenic chlorella cultures allow scientists to perform studies to understand the
mechanism for the uptake of the alga by the host cells (Park, et al., 1967), the
persistence of such interactions (Pardy & Muscatine, 1973), their heritability
during cell division of the protist (Pardy, 1974), the ability of the algae to benefit
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the host (Karakashian, 1975) and their susceptibility to lytic viral infections
(Meints et al., 1981).

Figure 4. Phylogenetic analysis using 18S rRNA gene sequences of Chlorella algae
including zoochlorellae species. Chlorella variabilis NC64A (ATCC 50258) and Syngen
2-3 (ATCC 30562) are highlighted. Illustration taken from Proschold et al. 2011.

	
  
Serendipitous discovery of chloroviruses
Previous characterizations of a chlorella-infecting particle were limited to a 1965
report of a small lytic agent (41 nm)
infecting free-living Chlorella pyrenoidosa.
The particle was described as a
“chlorellophage” that showed polygonal
shape and structural organization that
resembled bacterial phage viruses (Van
Etten, et al., 1991).
In 1978 (Kawakami & Kawakami, 1978) the

Figure 5. Electron microscopy images of all
Chlorovirus types exhibiting the icosahedral
structure characteristic of the viral group.

appearance of 180 nm diameter lytic virus-
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like particles (VLPs) was described in zoochlorellae after the algae were released
from P. bursaria. However, they were not detected in algal cells growing
symbiotically inside the protist. The observation of these VLPs although
serendipitous was also novel, surprising and interesting. Electron microscopic
studies clearly showed the first evidence that icosahedral VLPs (Figure 5)
attached to freshly isolated endosymbiotic algae from P. bursaria. The
paramecium was isolated from a tiny freshwater pond in Japan (Kawakami &
Kawakami, 1978; Sherman et al., 1978).
Typically, large VLPs were detected outside the P. bursaria cells in depressions
of the pellicle and in their food vacuole. Intriguingly, upon zoochlorella isolation,
similar particles appeared almost immediately in the cytoplasm of the
extracellular chlorella cells in a crystalline array (Kawakami & Kawakami, 1978).
Therefore, in this chlorella:protist symbiotic interaction the host of the alga seems
to function as both the vector and the protector of the algae against the virus
(Kawakami & Kawakami, 1978; Meints et al., 1981; Sherman et al., 1978).
Usually VLPs attached to the external surface of algae and a channel was
formed which penetrated the cell wall. Rapidly some cells showed considerable
gaps within the plasma membrane and the cell walls. One-hour (1h) post
isolation, infected cells showed an atypical shrunk-nucleus and the mitochondria
displayed irregular shapes; however, the Golgi apparatus and the chloroplast
retained their normal lamellar structure and thylakoidal membrane. At around 3h
PI, the number of dense-icosahedral VLPs increased, and the Golgi apparatus,
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mitochondria, and chloroplast were displaced against one side. Although infected
cells still conserved cytoplasmic organelles with normal appearance, the nucleus
had completely disappeared. Finally, 5h PI cells burst and release viral progeny
(Kawakami & Kawakami, 1978; Meints et al., 1981).

More protists, more zoochlorellas and more chloroviruses
Later in 1981, similar lytic viruses were also observed in zoochlorellae isolated
from the green coelenterate Hydra viridis (Meints et al. 1981; Van Etten et al.,
1981).
Chorella-like green algae are also
endosymbionts in the digestive
cells of the Florida hydra strain,
H. viridis. Typically, isolated
algae cannot be kept at room
temperature for more than 3h and
retain the ability to reconstitute
their endosymbiotic relationship
with the hydra. However, if the
freshly isolated algae were
o

maintained at 4 C for periods

Figure 6. White light (A) and ultraviolet light (B)
microscopy images of chlorella cells cultured axenically
in MBBM. Electron microscopy image of the icosahedral
structure of a Chlorovirus (ATCV-1). Note the spike
structure present on the bottom vertex (C). PBCV-1 cryoelectron microscopy reconstruction during the initial

under 24h, some cells could
retain their endosymbiotic ability.

phase of attachment (D). Formation of viral factories
within zoochlorellae cells occurs approximately 3-4h pi
(E).
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These ex-symbiotic Chlorella species have a single cup-shaped chloroplast,
mitochondria, and nucleus but lack a pyrenoid in the chloroplast (Van Etten et al.,
1981); however, attempts to isolate and axenically culture the hydra-algae free of
the host were unsuccessful (Meints et al., 1981).
Ultra structural analysis of algae isolated from the hydra and incubated at room
temperature showed evidence that VLPs begin to appear and infect the algae
shortly after they are isolated from the hydra. Virus attachment is accompanied
by degradation of the host cell wall, followed by the injection of the viral genome
inside the host. Then, a large population of icosahedral VLPs rapidly populate the
ex-symbiotic algae cells shortly after they are isolated from their natural host
(Figure 6). Viruses lead to a rapid lysis of the cells. Thus, the first VLP that
infects ex-symbiotic chlorella-like green algae isolated from hydra was named
Hydra viridis chlorella virus (HVCV). Particles were large at around 185 nm in
size (Van Etten et al., 1982).
Inside the infected cells, small
numbers of empty and filled
icosahedral VLPs were observed
2h post algae isolation; by 6h
many algae were filled with these
icosahedral VLPs, and by 24h,
algae cells were disrupted and
lost all photosynthetic

Figure 7. DNA restriction patterns of chloroviruses after
digestion with restriction endonucleases BcII and BgI
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capabilities. An intact nuclear membrane was never observed through the course
of infection; therefore, these observations suggest that the virus might replicate in
the nucleus since most organelles were intact (Meints et al., 1981).
Purified virus particles were isolated from mass cultures of Hydra viridis using
linear 10-40% sucrose gradients that showed a sharp single band. Virion protein
profiles showed at least 19 polypeptides, ranging in size from 10.3 to 82 kDa.
The major capsid protein was about 46 kDa in size and represented the greatest
percentage of the total protein content.
The viral genome consisted of double stranded DNA (dsDNA). This was
confirmed by DNAse treatment and digestion via restriction endonucleases
(Figure 7). HVCV particles were stable in pH solution ranges (4 to 10 pH) and
disrupted at extreme values. Virion particles were stable in some detergents and
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) incubated at room temperature for up to 15 min.
However, viruses were disrupted with 2% SDS at room temperature for longer
time and/or temperatures higher than 30oC (Van Etten et al., 1981).
By 1984, the presence of large VLPs in symbiotic systems, such as the green
hydra and paramecium, were recognized as a widespread phenomenon. Even
more, it was suggested that ciliates might serve as a source for the isolation of
strains of eukaryotic-algae viruses (Kvitko, 1984).
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Chlorovirus types and hosts
As of today, chloroviruses can replicate in large quantities only in certain
unicellular, eukaryotic, ex-symbiotic chlorella-like green algae (zoochlorellae),
that in nature are associated
with the protozoan P.
bursaria, the coelenterate
Hydra viridis or the helizoon
Acanthocystis turfacea (Van
Etten & Dunigan, 2012).
Four such zoochlorellae

Figure 8. Plaque assay on Chlorella variabilis strain NC64A lawn
using 1 ml of indigenous water sample collected in Lincoln NE.

	
  
isolates can be cultured axenically and are susceptible to lytic virus infections,
allowing for plaque assays (Figure 8).
These zoochlorellae recently named Chlorella variabilis (NC64A), Chlorella
heliozoae (SAG 3.83), and Micratinium conductrix (Pbi) (Hoshina, et al., 2004;
Proschold, et al., 2011) (Figure 4). Viruses infecting these three zoochlorellae
are referred to as NC64A- (Van Etten et al., 1983), SAG- (Bubeck & Pfitzner,
2005), and Pbi-viruses (Reisser et al., 1988), respectively (Figure 5). As
described in Chapter III of this thesis, a new group of chloroviruses, named OSy
viruses, was discovered that infect Chlorella variabilis (Syngen 2-3).
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The Chlorovirus model NC64A:PBCV-1
Paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1 (PBCV-1) is the type member of the genus
Chlorovirus. PBCV-1 infects and forms
plaques on two C. variabilis strains,
NC64A and Syngen 2-3. Both can
grow axenically permitting plaque
assay of the virus and study of its life
cycle in deeper detail (Figure 9) (Van
Etten et al., 1983).
At the time (1983), it was assumed
that both C. variabilis strains might be
identical; consequently, for the past 30
years the study of algae-virus
interactions focused on PBCV-1 and
NC64A alone.

Figure 9. Different growth patterns of three
zoochlorellae strains on chemically defined
medium.

Similar to some bacteriophages, PBCV-1 virions display an icosahedral shapedhead with a distinctive spike-like structure at one vertex (Figure 10). The head
encloses the genetic information of the virus whereas the spike serves as a tool
for attaching to the NC64A host cells.
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Figure 10. Chlorovirus prototype, Paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1 (PBCV-1), as
observed via 5-fold-averaged cryoEM (A), a central cross-section of the cryoEM (B), and a
radially colored view of the cryoEM (C). Illustrations taken from Cherrier et al. 2009.

	
  
The architecture of PBCV-1 is composed of a complex mixture of proteins and
includes a major outer glycoprotein capsid (major capsid protein MCP A430L)
that surrounds a single lipid bilayered membrane and a dsDNA genome. The
MCP (Vp54) is the major component of the capsid, represents about 40% by
weight of the total protein content in the virus and is present in approximately
5,000 copies per virion (Nandhagopal et al., 2002; Yan et al., 2000). Cryoelectron
microscopy observations, assuming icosahedral symmetry, revealed that the
virion has a diameter ranging from 1,650 Å, measured along the 2-fold and 3fold axes, and 1,900 Å, measured along the 5-fold axes. PBCV-1 has a
triangulation number (T) of 169 quasi-equivalent lattice.
Five fold three dimensional reconstruction analyses showed that the icosahedral
symmetry of PBCV-1 has a unique vertex containing a spike structure. The
external portion of the cylindrical spike structure is 340-Å-long, and the part of the
spike structure that is outside the capsid has an external diameter of about 35 Å
at the tip expanding to about 70 Å at the base (Cherrier et al., 2009). The spike is
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predicted to aid in puncturing the host cell wall, similar to structures characterized
in bacteriophages.
The spike is too narrow to deliver DNA and so it must be moved aside during
DNA release into the cell. This unique spike vertex also contains an internal
pocket adjacent to the cylindrical spike structure, predicted to house enzymes
involved in the initial stages of infection (e.g. cell wall degrading enzymes). Thus,
the viral DNA located inside the envelope is packaged nonuniformly in the
particle (Cherrier et al., 2009).

The PBCV-1 host: Chlorella variabilis NC64A
C. variabilis NC64A first appeared in a report by Karakashian and Karakashian in
1965 (Proschold et al., 2011). NC64A was isolated from P. bursaria syngen 1
collected in North Carolina, USA, (Table 1) and resides at the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC 50258). It is particularly intron-rich, containing eight
group I introns in the nuclear ribosomal DNA (rDNA) (Hoshina et al., 2004).
NC64A cells are single, planktonic, spherical or ovoid, solitary cells without
mucilaginous covering, and 2–7 mm in size (Hoshina et al., 2004). Their
chloroplast is a single cup- or girdle-shape that fills more than half of the adult
cell, with a pyrenoid covered by grains of starch. NC64A reproduction is asexual
by autospores that release no more than four autospores from a mother cell in
normal growth conditions. However, some characters such as cell size and
thickness of the cell walls can vary with nutritional conditions (Shihira & Krauss,
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1965).

The NC64A genome
NC64A has a 46.2-Mb genome that was recently sequenced (Blanc et al., 2010)
(Figure 11). The genome had 9X coverage with 89% of the genome on 413
scaffolds (46 Mb). While the overall GC content is high (67.2%), there are
genomic islands with significantly lower GC content that have greater expressed
sequence target coverage. NC64A contains at least 9,791 protein-encoding
genes (CDSs), and the gene annotation reveals adaptation signatures of
endosymbiosis. Specifically, it contains an expansion of some protein families
(PFAM) that could have participated in adaptation to symbiosis. Intriguingly, a
subset of PFAM domains was found overrepresented also in organisms that
have intracellular or symbiotic life styles. Thus, the corresponding proteins in
NC64A could potentially also play roles in the C. variabilis intracellular interaction
with the protozoan P. bursaria.
These PFAM domains include proteins containing protein–protein interaction
motifs (F-box and MYND), adhesion domains (fasciclin), Cys-rich GCC2_GCC3
signatures, trypsin-like proteases domains, class 3 lipase motifs and amino acid
(Aa) transporters domain (Blanc et al., 2010).
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Figure 11. Full genome comparison of ex-symbiotic Chlorella variabilis NC64A with the free-living strain
Chlorella sorokoniana 1230.

	
  
PBCV-1 life cycle: effective and successful replication
PBCV-1 attaches rapidly and specifically to NC64A cells by viral surface proteins,
such as spike- and fiber-like structures (Figure 12). The host receptor for PBCV-1
is probably a polysaccharide-like component (Meints et al., 1988). Immediately
after PBCV-1 attachment, a viral-packaged cell wall-degrading enzyme(s) digests
the wall at the point of attachment (Meints et al., 1984).
After cell wall degradation, the viral internal membrane fuses with the host
membrane causing host membrane depolarization (Frohns et al., 2006),
potassium ion efflux (Neupartl et al., 2008), and an increase in the cytoplasmic
pH. These events probably facilitate entry of the viral DNA and virion-associated
proteins into the cell. The empty capsid remains on the surface of the alga. Viral
DNA and proteins subsequently must be actively transported to the nucleus
where early transcription can be detected 7 min after mixing the virus and the
host cells. PBCV-1 infection rapidly inhibits host RNA, protein syntheses, CO2
fixation and photosynthesis (Van Etten et al., 1983). By 5 min PI, host DNA and
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Figure 12. PBCV-1 virus replication cycle. First transcripts are made 5-10 minutes post infection
(pi). Early and early/late transcripts are processed up to 1h pi when DNA synthesis begins. Viral
factories begin to form 3h pi, and host cell lysis occurs at 6-8h pi. Illustration taken from Yanai and
Van Etten 2009.

chromatin begin to be degraded (Agarkova et al., 2006). Within 5 to 10 min PI the
synthesis of early viral transcripts begins, presumably after sequestering the
cellular transcriptional machinery because the virus lacks a recognizable RNA
polymerase gene (Fitzgerald et al., 2007a; Fitzgerald et al., 2007b). Additionally,
no polymerase activity was detected in virion extracts reinforcing the
sequestering hypothesis (J. Rohozinski and J. Van Etten, unpublished results).
Chloroplast ribosomal RNAs (rRNA), but not cytoplasmic rRNAs, are degraded
beginning at 30 min PI (Van Etten et al., 1984). Virus DNA synthesis starts 60 to
90 min PI and is followed by transcription of late virus genes.
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The nucleus, mitochondria, and Golgi apparatus become appressed to the
chloroplast, leaving finely granulated electron-translucent areas in the cytoplasm
where PBCV-1 virions ultimately assemble in viral factories (VFs) (Meints et al.,
1986; Milrot et al., 2015). PBCV-1 VFs are considerably different from those
generated by other NCLDV relatives such as Vaccinia and Mimivirus. PBCV-1
VFs exhibit a complex membrane network composed of host cisternae and open
membrane sheets. Cisternae are ER membranes that are derived from host
outer nuclear membranes and act as precursors of PBCV-1 internal membranes.
Subsequently, cisternae membranes are ruptured into abundant single bilayer
membrane sheets that accumulate in the center of the PBCV-1 factories (Milrot
et al., 2015).
Initial PBCV-1 DNA replication occurs at specific regions in the periphery of the
host nuclei which might allow PBCV-1 infection to employ the host RNA
polymerase. At 1 h PI the host nuclei lose their spherical shape and assume
elongated morphologies that reveal enhanced heterochromicity (Milrot et al.,
2015). At 2 h PI, VFs are detected in the host cytoplasm in a rosette-like
organization (Meints et al., 1986; Milrot et al., 2015). At 2–3 h PI factory
generation is accompanied by massive accumulation of double bilayer
membrane cisternae that partially surround the VFs in contrast to open singlebilayer membrane sheets that accumulate in the center of the VFs. These open
sheets interact with a capsid protein to form pre-capsids. Thus, VFs contain a
network of single membrane bilayers acting as capsid templates in the central
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region, and de novo viral genomes spread throughout the host cytoplasm but are
excluded from the membrane-containing sites.
Infected cells have VFs with viral particles at various maturation stages and
mature virions appear to be forced away from the VF core by the continuous
generation of new virus progeny (Milrot et al., 2015). During genome
encapsidation into pre-assembled capsids, both internal membrane and capsid
remain incomplete with a large aperture that enables efficient DNA packaging.
DNA molecules in the cell increase 4- to 10-fold by 4h PI (Van Etten et.al.,1984).
Progeny PBCV-1 begin to be released 5h PI, and by 6 to 8h PI the majority of
infectious virus particles are liberated. The final step involves lysis of the cell
membrane and wall, presumably by late viral gene products (Van Etten et al.,
1983). Like most bacteriophages, PBCV-1 replicates most efficiently in actively
growing log-phase cells and poorly in stationary-phase cells. The typical PBCV-1
burst size is 200–350 plaque-forming units (PFU), although around 1,000 total
virus particles are produced per cell (Van Etten et al., 1983). Thus, PBCV-1
infection transforms the cell into a very efficient viral factory. Assuming such
successful replication in nature, the influence of chloroviruses turnover might be
significant in driving diversity and evolution in microbial communities.
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PBCV-1 physical and chemical properties
PBCV-1 has a sedimentation coefficient of about 2300 S in sucrose density
gradients (Van Etten et al., 1983) and an estimated molecular mass of 1 × 109
Daltons (Yonker et al., 1985) (Figure 14).
Around 25% to 30% of the viral particles following sucrose density gradients are
infectious and form plaques in NC64A cells (Van Etten et al., 1983). The PBCV-1
viral particle consists of 64% protein, 21-25% DNA, and 5-10% lipid (Skrdla et al.,
1984). One distinct characteristic of Chlorovirus virions is the presence of a
single bilayered membrane located underneath the outer capsid shell that is
required for virus infectivity (Skrdla et al., 1984).

Figure 14. PBCV-1 density gradient using
sucrose (A) or iodixanol (B).
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PBCV-1 transcription hastily overrides the majority of highly expressed
host genes
PBCV-1 transcription occurs rapidly by reprogramming the host transcription and
mRNA processing machinery (Blanc et al., 2014; Yanai-Balser et al., 2010). A
SET domain containing histone lysine methyltransferase (vSET) encoded by and
packaged in PBCV-1 specifically methylates histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27),
causing quick initial inhibition of host transcription and probably also aids the take
over of the host transcription machinery (Mujtaba et al., 2008; Qian et al., 2006;
Wei & Zhou, 2010a). vSET activity has been demonstrated both in vitro and in
vivo and the family of vSET-like lysine methyltransferases are probably encoded
by all chlorella viruses (Wei & Zhou, 2010b).
The virus-encoded and virion-packaged DNA restriction endonucleases also
initiate rapid degradation of host chromatin, which aids in the virus take over of
the host transcription machinery (Agarkova et al., 2006).
The initiation of viral transcription implies a tight regulation; as a result PBCV-1
transcription can be divided into early and late stages based on the initiation of
virus DNA synthesis and the incorporation of adenine into polyadenylatecontaining RNAs (Blanc et al., 2014; Yanai-Balser et al., 2010). Additionally,
some genes labeled as early-late, are expressed before DNA synthesis begins,
but expression is still detected after 60 min PI. No viral transcripts are detected
within PBCV-1 virions (Blanc et al., 2014).
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As early as 7 min PI, 50 viral genes are transcribed, and by 20 min PI most
PBCV-1 genes are transcribed. Consequently, early genes are probably under
the control of transcription factors that are immediately active upon entry into the
cell. Some of the most active early transcribed PBCV-1 genes include an RNAse
III, a SWI/SNF family helicase, transcription factor TFIIB and a mRNA capping
enzyme (Blanc et al., 2014).
Transcript levels continued to increase globally up to 60 min PI even at higher
levels than most greatly expressed host genes. Thus by 60 min PI 41% of the
poly (A+) tail containing RNAs in the infected cells are coded by PBCV-1 (Blanc
et al., 2014). Proteome analysis of PBCV-1 virions suggests that 62% of lategenes are detected in the mature particle, while early and early-late genes
accounted for 9% and 29% of the virion-associated proteins, respectively
(Dunigan et al., 2012).
PBCV-1 untranscribed viral regions are very short, and contain many overlapping
open reading frames (Li et al., 1997). For example, the sum of the sizes of the
mRNAs that hybridize to viral DNA probes are often 40% to 60% larger than the
probe, thus PBCV-1 probably contains overlapping genes, transcribes both
strands of DNA, significantly processes RNA after transcription and/or contains
some polycistronic transcripts (Schuster et al., 1986; Schuster et al., 1990).
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The PBCV-1 virion proteome
PBCV-1 particles contain polypeptides which range in size from 10- to 280-kDa
(Que et al., 1994; Skrdla et al., 1984). The PBCV-1 virion proteome analysis
detected 148 virion-associated proteins that are included in 11 functional
categories. Most proteins appear to be structural; however, others suggest
enzymatic, chromatin modification, and signal transduction functions. Although,
the majority of the proteins (72%) are placed in the unknown-function category,
some protein functions were inferred by sequence similarity analyses (Dunigan et
al., 2012). For instance, 13 out of the 148 proteins potentially function in DNA
binding, cell signaling via phosphorylation, DNA degradation, virus structure, cell
attachment, and polyamine biosynthesis. Additionally, other identified proteins
were restriction endonucleases probably responsible for host DNA degradation
early in the infection cycle. The majority of the proteome is transcribed by genes
that are dispersed throughout the virus genome and usually are expressed either
early-late or late during the viral replication cycle. Interestingly, the PBCV-1
proteome contains one protein (101 aa) derived from the host. BLAST analysis
suggests that the protein might have nucleosome binding abilities (Dunigan et al.,
2012).

PBCV-1 and Chlorovirus genomes
The PBCV-1 genome is a linear, non-permuted, 330-kb (330,805 nt), dsDNA
molecule with covalently closed hairpin termini. The termini of the PBCV-1
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genome consist of two 35-nucleotide partially paired terminal loops, and an
identical 2222-bp inverted repeat is adjacent to each hairpin end (Zhang et al.,
1994; Strasser et al., 1991). The remainder of the genome contains primarily
single-copy DNA with around 802 open reading frames (ORFs) of at least 40
codons (Li et al., 1997). Four hundred and sixteen ORFs (92.8%) of the genome
have an average protein size of 249 amino acids and are classified as major
coding DNA sequences (CDSs) and the remaining minor 386 ORFs have an
average size of 86 amino acids and are probably not CDSs. PBCV-1 also
encodes 11 tRNAs (Dunigan et al., 2012).
Currently 41 chloroviruses genomes have been characterized (Jeanniard et al.,
2013). Gene predictions identified 319 to 416 (CDSs) in each genome, of which
48% were given a functional annotation. All genomes were predicted to contain
at least 5 and up to 16 tRNA genes (Fitzgerald et al., 2007a; Fitzgerald et al.,
2007b; Jeanniard et al., 2013) and some also encode introns and inteins
(Grabherr et al., 1992).
One hundred and fifty-five protein families are shared by all chloroviruses and
comprise the Chlorovirus core protein family set. The majority (66%) have an
annotated function. They include proteins such as DNA polymerase B, major
capsid protein, primase-helicase, packaging ATPase and transcription factor
TFII. Additional functions include proteins associated with the degradation of the
host cell-wall (alginate lyase, chitinase and chitosanase), DNA replication,
transcription, protein maturation, cell-wall glycan metabolism, protein
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glycosylation, ion channels and transporters, polyamine metabolism, DNA
methytransferases and DNA restriction endonucleases, ankyrin repeat domaincontaining proteins, glycosyltransferases and additional capsid proteins
(Jeanniard et al., 2013).
The chlorovirus sequence analysis also indicates that gene order (colinearity),
nucleotide conservation and phylogenetic affinity are highly conserved among
viruses infecting the same eukaryotic host, with only a few localized
rearrangements (Jeanniard et al., 2013). Additional phylogenetic studies show
that viruses infecting the same host clustered in monophyletic clades. The withinclade average protein sequence identity is 93%, 95% and 97% identity for
NC64A-, SAG- and Pbi-viruses, respectively (Jeanniard et al., 2013).

Thesis approach
The following dissertation evaluates the natural history of the chloroviruses
through a weekly three-year analysis of water samples from a small pond in
Nebraska to determine viral abundance, prevalence, and genetic diversity
(Chapter II). This work also expands the genus Chlorovirus by the discovery and
characterization of a new virus type (OSyNE-5) with permissive and nonpermissive features in phylogenically related algal species (Chapter III), and the
final chapter IV includes the evaluation of metabolic hallmarks unique to the
Chlorvirus hosts’, probably related to their symbiotic life style and susceptibility to
virus infections.
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CHLOROVIRUS NATURAL HISTORY
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Three-year Survey of Abundance, Prevalence and Genetic Diversity of
Chlorovirus Populations in a Small Urban Lake

Abstract
Inland water environments cover about 2.5 percent of our planet and harbor huge
numbers of known and still unknown microorganisms. In this report we examined
water samples for the abundance, prevalence, and genetic diversity of a group of
viruses (Chloroviruses) that infect symbiotic chlorella-like green algae. Samples
were collected on a weekly basis for a period of 24 to 36 months from a
recreational freshwater lake in Lincoln, Nebraska and assayed for infectious
viruses by plaque assay. The numbers of infectious virus particles were both
host- and site-dependent. The consistent fluctuations in numbers of viruses
suggest their impact as key factors in shaping microbial community structures in
the water surface. Even in low-viral abundance months, chlorovirus populations
were maintained, suggesting that the viruses are either very stable or that there
is ongoing viral production in a natural host(s). Recently, the presence of some
chlorovirus DNA sequences in the human oropharyngeal virome was associated
with a modest decrease in certain cognitive functions, thus the potential impact of
human exposure to these viruses raises the importance of the current
surveillance work.

Keywords: Chloroviruses, algal viruses, freshwater, Nebraska
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Introduction
Viruses are ubiquitous members of the biosphere as they are found in essentially
every ecosystem on Earth (e.g., Breitbart and Rohwer, 2005; Mokili et al., 2012).
For example, microscopic and metagenomic analyses of aquatic environmental
samples indicate that high concentrations of viruses (105 to 109 particles/ml) that
infect microorganisms, primarily bacteria, are present (e.g., Bergh et al., 1989;
Proctor and Fuhrman, 1990; Breitbart and Rohwer, 2005; Suttle, 2005). The
virus number typically exceeds that of cellular organisms by at least an order of
magnitude; thus, the number of different viruses within a community is huge.
Their functions of predation and gene transfer make viruses key drivers in the
dynamics of microbial ecosystems (Suttle, 2007; Mokili et al., 2012).
Furthermore, viruses play important roles in the global biogeochemical cycling of
carbon and nutrients (Bratbak et al., 1994; Fuhrman, 1999; Suttle, 2005; Rohwer
and Thruber, 2009). Although most studies have been conducted on marine
environments, large numbers of viruses infecting microorganisms also exist in
freshwater environments (e.g., Maranger and Bird, 1995; Weinbauer et al.,
2003). In addition to bacterial viruses, viruses that infect eukaryotic algae are
also common in both terrestrial and marine waters throughout the world,
including members of the family Phycodnaviridae (Short, 2012).
Phycodnaviruses are a genetically diverse, yet morphologically similar, group of
large dsDNA-containing viruses (160 to 560 kb) that infect eukaryotic algae
(Wilson et al., 2009, 2011). Phycodnaviruses are classified into six genera.
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Members of one genus, Chlorovirus, are common in freshwater, occasionally
reaching titers as high as thousands of plaque-forming units (PFU) per ml (e.g.,
Van Etten et al., 1985, 1985a; Zhang et al., 1988; Yamada et al., 1991, 1993;
Cho et al., 2002).

Chloroviruses infect certain unicellular, eukaryotic, symbiotic chlorella-like green
algae, often referred to as zoochlorellae. Known zoochlorellae that serve as
virus hosts are associated with either the protozoan Paramecium bursaria, the
coelenterate Hydra viridis or the helizoon Acanthocystis turfacea (Van Etten and
Dunigan, 2012). Four such zoochlorellae isolates can be cultured axenically and
are susceptible to lytic virus infections, allowing for plaque assays. These
zoochlorellae, (recently named by Hoshina et al., 2010; Proschold et al., 2011),
are Chlorella variabilis NC64A (Van Etten et al., 1983), Chlorella variabilis
Syngen 2-3 (Van Etten et al., 1983), Chlorella heliozoae SAG 3.83 (Bubeck and
Pfitzner, 2005) and Micratinium conductrix Pbi (Reisser et al., 1988). Viruses
infecting these four zoochlorellae are referred to as NC64A-, Syngen-, SAG-, and
Pbi-viruses, respectively.

The chloroviruses have been isolated from many geographic locations worldwide
including North and South America, Europe, Asia and Australia (e.g., Van Etten
et al., 1985, 1985a; Zhang et al., 1988; Yamada et al 1991, 1993; Cho et al.,
2002; Short and Short, 2009). However, a systematic, culture-dependent, long-
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term analysis of infectious chlorovirus populations in inland waters has not been
conducted. As noted above, chloroviruses infect zoochlorella isolates grown in
the laboratory, but there is no evidence that these symbiotic algae grow
independent of their hosts in indigenous waters. Thus the chloroviruses probably
play dynamic, albeit largely undocumented, roles in regulating microbial
communities in the ecosystem. Intriguingly, it was recently reported that DNA
sequences similar to the chlorovirus ATCV-1 were present in human throat
swabs and that its presence was associated with a modest, but statistically
significant, decrease in certain cognitive behaviors in humans. Furthermore, mice
fed ATCV-1 infected algae also exhibited statistically significant decreases in
performance on certain cognitive tests (Yolken et al., 2014).

The current report describes the first systematic, culture-dependent, 2 to 3-year
study to monitor the dynamics and diversity of infectious chlorovirus populations
weekly in a freshwater environment. The chloroviruses were ubiquitous
throughout the year and they were both host- and site-dependent as well as
seasonal. Highest titers usually appeared between the 2nd week of April to the 1st
week of July and the 2nd week of October to the 2nd week of December for
NC64A-, Syngen- and SAG-viruses. Chlorovirus populations present in the same
sample exhibited heterogeneity in plaque size and shape indicating that they are
dynamic and genetically diverse in nature. Additionally, attempts to grow the
zoochlorellae hosts for the viruses in indigenous sterilized water were
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unsuccessful, unless the water was supplemented with organic nitrogen sources.
Therefore, the mechanism(s) in nature that allows long-term chlorovirus
persistence and distribution in indigenous freshwater is still unknown.
Importantly, the possible public health issue of human exposure to some
chlorovirus types increases the significance of this study.

Materials and methods
Collection site
Holmes Lake is a 0.4 square kilometer inland lake located in an urban,
recreational 13.5 square kilometer watershed in Lancaster County, Nebraska,
USA. The lake was created primarily for flood control and it is managed by the
City of Lincoln. The lake is fed by two drainages that consist of approximately 32
kilometers of open channels. Most of the stream network includes urban
residential, rural residential and commercial property, so sediments and nutrients
from the watershed are constantly flowing into the lake (Supplementary Figure
S1). During the winter months, the lake and surrounding areas are used for iceskating, fishing, hockey and sledding. In the warmer months recreational
activities include boating, picnicking, swimming and fishing.

Sampling
Water samples were collected once per week from two sites in the lake. Weekly
samples were analyzed from May 2011 to May 2014 for site 1 and from June
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2012 to May 2014 for site 2. Most samples (~150 ml each) were collected during
the daytime (6-7 am) on Tuesdays. Samples were taken within one meter of the
shore near the surface of the lake using autoclaved 250 ml bottles. After
collection, the samples were transported immediately to the laboratory and
filtered through a sterile cellulose acetate 0.45 µm pore-size filter
(FJ25ASCCA004FL01, GVS, Fisher Scientific) prior to assay (Figure 1).
Occasionally we were unable to collect samples due to extreme weather
conditions in the winter.

Cell cultures
C. variabilis NC64A, C. variabilis Syngen 2-3 and C. heliozoae SAG 3.83 strains
were grown on Bold’s Basal Medium (BBM) containing 5% (W/V) sucrose and
1% (W/V) peptone (Modified Bold’s Basal Medium-MBBM) (Van Etten et al.,
1983a). M. conductrix Pbi was grown on FES medium (Reisser et al., 1988). All
strains were grown to early log phase which was optimal for plaque assay (4 - 7 x
106 cells/ml) and concentrated tenfold (4 - 7 x 107 cells/ml) by centrifugation for
the plaque assays (Supplementary Figure S2). Cell cultures were kept under
constant shaking (200 rpm) and light at 26oC.

Plaque assays
Each water sample was analyzed by plaque assay with the four zoochlorellae
strains. Plaque assays were performed as previously described (Van Etten et al.,
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1983) with minor modifications. Three ml of MBBM or FES top agar (7 g/L agar)
were mixed with 300 µl of actively growing cells (4 - 7 x 107 cells/ml) and the
water sample. Freshly filtered water samples of 100 to 1500 µl were plated to
produce significant counts (25 - 120 plaques/plate) when possible
(Supplementary Figure S3). The samples were poured over solidified agar (15
g/L) containing the appropriate growth media. Plates were incubated for one
week in constant light and temperature, and weekly plaque averages were
determined from four plates per sample/strain (Figure 1). A few high-titer water
samples were diluted up to tenfold in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.5 to produce
plaque numbers within the desired range.

Cell cultures on native water
The Nalgene™ Rapid-Flow™ sterile disposable 500 ml bottle top filter with
polyethersulfone membrane (cat#	
  295-4545) was used to filter 400 ml of
indigenous water followed by an autoclave cycle at 15 psi for 20 min. Then, 30 ml
of water with or without the addition of organic nitrogen sources was inoculated
with 1 - 5 x 105 cells/ml of actively growing algae cells. One molar sodium nitrate
(Sigma), 1 M urea (Sigma) or 0.2 M asparagine (Sigma) stock solutions were
prepared and added as the sole nitrogen sources to a final concentration of 10
mM to either water samples or BBM (control) (Supplementary Figure S4). Before
inoculation, cells were washed three times with BBM. Cell cultures were kept
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under constant shaking (200 rpm) and light at 26oC. Visual evaluations and
photographs in Figure 6 were recorded after 12 - 15 days.

Results and Discussion
Chloroviruses are ubiquitous throughout the year
To understand how spatial-temporal and ecological processes might interact to
shape chlorovirus richness in nature, the seasonal variation and genetic diversity
of chloroviruses were determined by analyzing indigenous water samples from
Holmes Lake using a culture-dependent plaque assay method that specifically
detects the four chlorovirus types referred to as NC64A-, SAG-, Syngen- and
Pbi-viruses.

Three out of the four chlorovirus types (NC64A-, SAG-, and Syngen-viruses)
were present throughout the year in Holmes Lake (Figure 2). Syngen-viruses
were the most abundant viruses in the urban lake; in contrast, no Pbi-viruses
were detected during the surveillance period. These results contrast with
previous studies on the distribution of chloroviruses in inland waters in England,
in which infectious SAG- and Pbi-viruses were present, but NC64A-viruses were
absent (Kang et al., 1993), suggesting a non-uniform worldwide distribution of
chloroviruses in inland waters. Other studies that focused only on NC64Aviruses indicated that they were common in various locations within the United
States (Van Etten et al., 1985, 1985a) (Supplementary Figure S5), China (Zhang
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et al., 1988), Japan (Yamada et al., 1993), Korea (Cho et al., 2002) and Australia
(Van Etten, unpublished results), but absent in northern Europe (Van Etten,
unpublished results). Likewise Pbi-viruses were common in various locations in
Germany (Reisser et al., 1988), Russia (Kvitko and Gromov, 1984) and Canada
(Van Etten, unpublished results). Taken together, these results indicate that
chloroviruses are widely dispersed, and local environmental conditions enrich for
certain viral types, which depends on the environmental distribution of their
natural host(s).

Seasonal spatio-temporal pattern of chlorovirus populations
Typical chlorovirus titers in freshwater range from 1 - 100 PFU/ml (Van Etten et
al., 1985, 1985a). However, titers as high as 100,000 and 40,000 PFU/ml of
NC64A-viruses were detected in single samples from Montana (Nelson,
unpublished results) and South Carolina (Van Etten et al., 1985), respectively.
These observations suggest that titers in the thousands of PFU/ml do occur and
that the abundance, ubiquity and potentially high diversity of these viruses might
play important roles in freshwater environments. To determine if virus titers were
similar within Holmes Lake, samples were collected on a single day (July 2011)
from different locations around the lake. The number of SAG plaque-forming
viruses varied from 1 to 335 PFU/ml and NC64A plaque-forming viruses from <1
to 168 PFU/ml (Figure 2).
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For the seasonal survey, two sites at Holmes Lake were selected that represent
contrasting ecological and chlorovirus abundance patterns; site 1 was a sandy
bank that lacked natural vegetation and had more apparent anthropological
disturbance (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S6). It consistently had lower
chlorovirus titers (combined 3-year average of 26 PFU/ml) (Figure 3). Site 2 was
characterized by more stagnant water and increased natural vegetation (Figure
2). It had relatively high chlorovirus titers throughout the year (combined 2-year
average of 161 PFU/ml) (Figure 3). The highest titers for NC64A-, SAG- and
Syngen-viruses were 58, 165 and 142 PFU/ml in 2013, respectively for site 1. In
contrast, in 2013 the highest titers for NC64A-, SAG- and Syngen-viruses were
584, 1,313 and 980 PFU/ml, respectively for site 2 (Supplementary Figure S7).
As a comparison, we occasionally sampled another small pond near Lincoln and
the highest titers obtained were 3,882, 6,795, and 5,039 PFU for NC64A-, SAGand Syngen-viruses, respectively on April 2012 (Supplementary Figure S8).
Other Lincoln sites were sampled that showed similar patterns (Supplementary
Figure S9). Therefore, the virus concentrations can vary considerably within a
small geographical region.

Previous investigations of inland waters suggested that the highest titer for
NC64A-viruses occurred during the late spring (Yamada et al., 1991; Van Etten
et al., 1985a). Similarly, metagenomic studies of freshwater in Lake Ontario,
Canada suggested that chloroviruses varied seasonally during the year and were
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highest in the summer (Short et al., 2011). In the current 3-year study,
chlorovirus populations showed two distinct peaks each year; site 1 had a peak
between the 2nd week of April to the 1st week of July and the 2nd week of October
to the 2nd week of December for all three-virus types. The NC64A- and Syngenviruses had similar seasonal patterns that co-varied throughout the year (Figure
3), suggesting that they might share the same or a very similar host at the
sampling sites. In contrast, SAG-viruses also had two peaks but at slightly
different seasonal phases and they were more variable from year to year. This
result indicates that SAG-viruses probably replicated in a different host(s) than
the NC64A- and Syngen-viruses, which agrees with the results obtained in the
laboratory. Samples collected at site 2 had higher plaque counts throughout the
year (Figure 3). Although these samples exhibited less pronounced seasonal
peaks, sporadic peaks in SAG-viruses occurred between June and October. For
all virus types, the seasonal patterns in Site 2 are more variable from year to year
than those in Site 1 (Supplementary Figure S7).

These results indicate that chlorovirus abundance can vary substantially within
the same water body. As shown in our two representative sites, the site with low
virus titers (combined 3-year average of 26 PFU/ml) consistently had seasonal
patterns with two viral peaks per year and more dynamic seasonal variation,
whereas the site with higher titers (combined 2-year average of 161 PFU/ml)
exhibited less pronounced seasonal features but more stable virus populations
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over time, likely because of constant local enrichment of some microorganism(s)
that sustain virus replication (Supplementary Figure S10). Taken together, there
is a seasonal spatio-temporal pattern that is host- and site-dependent, with
chloroviruses emerging during the spring and disappearing in the summer, and
returning at the end of the fall and beginning of the winter. These patterns might
be controlled by environmental factors such as water temperature, pH, salinity,
etc, which varied considerably (Supplementary Figure S11). Temperature could
certainly be a factor in the chlorovirus variations (Table 1).

Genetic diversity of the chlorovirus community
The morphology of the chlorovirus plaques can vary in size and degree of clarity
(Van Etten et al., 1985) (Figure 4). For example, significant differences were
observed when two NC64A-viruses, NY-2A and the prototype Chlorovirus PBCV1, were compared at the physiological, genomic and DNA methylation levels. NY2A has the largest genome (370 kb) of all the characterized chloroviruses
(Fitzgerald et al., 2007; Jeanniard et al., 2013) and it is heavily methylated
relative to PBCV-1 (Van Etten et al., 1985a). In addition, NY-2A has a burst size
that is two- to threefold lower than PBCV-1, as well as a longer replication cycle
[6-8 hrs for PBCV-1 and ~18 hrs for NY-2A (Van Etten et al., 1988)].
Consequently, NY-2A produces small plaques, whereas PBCV-1 produces
medium size plaques. Thus, to evaluate the genetic diversity of the chloroviruses
in the lake we used plaque size and morphology as an indicator of genetic
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diversity in our survey. Natural samples of the chloroviruses formed several
plaque sizes on the same plate (Figure 4); large plaques that formed under these
experimental conditions were defined as having a diameter greater than 4 mm,
whereas small plaques were those with a diameter smaller than 1 mm. The
plaque sizes from water samples collected throughout the year on the NC64A
and Syngen lawns varied but medium size plaques (1-4 mm) were the
predominant phenotype (Figure 5). Large and small plaques were sporadic and
did not exhibit an obvious seasonal pattern at either collection site. All plaques
were sharply defined and clear. SAG-viruses had predominantly medium and
small plaque sizes (Figure 5). Some of the SAG plaques were irregular in shape
and not necessarily defined, suggesting a more versatile genetic background in
these viruses. Thus, SAG-viruses exhibited the highest heterogeneity in plaque
size and shape compared to NC64A- and Syngen-viruses. Together, these
results indicate that chlorovirus populations are dynamic and genetically diverse
in nature (Supplementary Figure S12).

Chlorovirus algal hosts in indigenous freshwater
Chloroviruses replicate in four known zoochlorella strains isolated from symbiotic
interactions with protist species and can be cultured axenically in the laboratory.
To determine if the NC64A, Syngen and SAG zoochlorella strains possibly grow
free of their symbiotic host in indigenous water from Holmes Lake, we filtered
and autoclaved water collected during September, November and December,
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2013. None of the zoochlorella strains grew in the water alone (Figure 6).
However, all three zoochlorella isolates grew when an exogenous organic
nitrogen source (urea or asparagine) was added to the sterile indigenous water
samples (Figure 6). The growth rates were visually evaluated and varied among
the strains after addition of the two nitrogen sources when compared to BBM
plus nitrogen controls (Figure 6). Similar phenotypes were encountered on
different dates as well as at other sites (Supplementary Figure S13). Addition of
nitrate alone to the indigenous water samples did not support growth of any
zoochlorella strains (results not shown). As expected, none of the three
zoochlorella isolates grew in non-sterilized water as they were probably
immediately infected by the residential chloroviruses (results not shown).

The inability of the three virus host zoochlorellae to grow in sterilized indigenous
water is interesting because these results lead to the question: what is supporting
the replication of the three groups of chloroviruses? Although very little is known
about the natural history of the chloroviruses, several factors need to be
considered in examining this issue. i) What is the population of green
endosymbiotic protists containing zoochlorellae in nature and do they continually
shed zoochlorellae or when they die, do they release zoochlorellae that can be
infected by indigenous chloroviruses? Currently, we do not have an answer to
either question. However, pertinent to these questions is the recent report that
chloroviruses tend to accumulate and attach to Paramecium bursaria cells
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(referred to as green paramecium) without actually infecting them (Yashchenko
et al., 2012). Additionally, Hydra species also maintain a diverse community of
eukaryotic viruses, including chloroviruses, as part of their holobiont (Grasis et
al., 2014). Thus, in nature viruses would be near the zoochlorellae if green
protists release their symbionts, either by death or for some other reason.
Furthermore, if there is a temporary increase in an organic nitrogen source, the
liberated zoochlorellae might grow, at least for a short time. Although a
systematic count of green endosymbiotic protists was not conducted in the
current study, sporadic microscopic observations indicated that they were rare in
the water samples (Supplementary Figure S14). ii) In general, infectious bacterial
viruses do not survive very long in natural environments because exposure to
sunlight leads to UV-induced genetic mutations (Cottrell and Suttle, 1995).
Equivalent stability studies have not been conducted on chloroviruses in a
natural environment. It should be noted, however, that most chloroviruses
encode a functional DNA repair enzyme, a pyrimidine dimer-specific glycosylase,
which could aid in their survival (Furuta et al., 1997; Jeanniard et al., 2013).
Although the DNA repair protein is not packaged in the virion, the gene is
expressed early during virus infection in the laboratory (Furuta et al., 1997;
Dunigan et al., 2012). iii) The host/virus concentrations necessary to support
bacterial virus replication in an aqueous environment have been the subject of
several studies (reviewed by Short, 2012). Most of these studies indicate that at
least 103 to 104 host cells per ml are necessary to maintain a constant virus
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population in nature. Although similar information is lacking for the
chlorovirus/zoochlorella systems, one can make some rough calculations based
on the following assumptions taken from laboratory studies with PBCV-1: a) each
green paramecium harbors ~200 or more zoochlorellae (Karakashian, 1975), b)
the average burst size for the chloroviruses is ~800 particles per zoochlorella
(Van Etten et al., 1983a), and c) about 25% of the released virus particles are
infectious (Van Etten et al., 1983a). Therefore, it would require five green
paramecia per ml to release 1000 zoochlorellae, which is the minimum number of
cells to support bacteria phage growth. If all 200 zoochlorellae from a single
green paramecia were infected with a chlorovirus, one would obtain ~160,000
virus particles per paramecia, of which ~40,000 would be infectious. However,
we would expect these numbers to be much lower in natural conditions because
it is very unlikely that all of the released zoochlorellae would be infected by
viruses and the average burst size would probably be less than 200.
Furthermore, the specific infectivity of viral particles in nature would probably be
much lower than 25%. Chromosomal analysis of Paramecium bursaria collected
in Nebraska shows that the harbored algae have genomic features similar to
those seen in cultured exosymbiotic algae (Supplementary Figure S15). These
are some of the factors that need to be considered to explain how the
chloroviruses are maintained in nature. Finally, we cannot discard the possibility
that chloroviruses have another natural host, especially when thousands of
infectious particles occur per ml of indigenous water. Over the years we have
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made many attempts to infect natural free-living Chlorella species or related
species with the chloroviruses (Supplementary Figure S16); all of these attempts
have been unsuccessful because the viruses do not attach to the algae tested
(Meints et al., 1984; Van Etten, unpublished results). However, if another host
exists it might not be a green alga.

Conclusions
A 2 to 3-year study of an urban lake in Lincoln, Nebraska indicated that infectious
chloroviruses infecting three zoochlorella hosts were present throughout the
year. In this study the highest titer for one of the chloroviruses reached ~1300
PFU/ml. Typically, the values were in the 1 to 100 PFU/ml range, but they were
host- and site-dependent. The viruses exhibited variations in plaque size and
morphology, indicating that even viruses that infect the same host have genetic
diversity in natural waters. In laboratory settings, chloroviruses infect a few
zoochlorella strains; however, there is no evidence that these zoochlorellae grow
free of their hosts in indigenous waters. This observation raises the question:
what is supporting chlorovirus replication in native environments? Therefore, the
ecological processes that enable long-term chlorovirus persistence and
distribution in inland freshwaters remain to be discovered.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental design. Weekly water samples were
analyzed by plaque assay in four zoochlorellae strains. A freshly filtered water sample
within the range of 100 to 1500 µl was plated to yield significant counts (25-120
plaques/plate). Plates were incubated for one week in constant light and temperature,
and weekly plaque averages were determined from four plates per sample and strain.
Figure 2. Weekly water samples were collected from two sites within Holmes Lake
located in Lincoln, Nebraska (NE). Site 1 is a sandy bank that lacks natural vegetation
and has more apparent anthropological disturbance. Site 2 is characterized by stagnant
water and increased natural vegetation. Numbers around the lake indicate the plaqueforming units/millimeter (PFU/ml) of NC64A and SAG-viruses respectively in samples
collected around the lake on one day in July 2011. Note that there were over 2 log
differences between some of the sites.
Figure 3. Plot representing the seasonal dynamics of chlorovirus populations over a 3year period at site one and over a 2-year period at site two in Holmes Lake. At site one
there were two seasonal peaks early (April–July) and late (August–December) during
the year. More fluctuation occurred at site two. Symbols represent the average values
over the multi-year study. The x axis indicates months and y axis indicates PFU/ml of
indigenous water. Each panel represents relative abundance for NC64A- (A,B), Syngen(C,D) and SAG-viruses (E,F) from each corresponding week and location. The
Supplementary Figure S7 indicates the variability for the individual years.
Figure 4. A representative Syngen 2-3 plaque assay plate with the three plaque-size
categories. Large plaques were those with a diameter greater than 4 mm, medium
plaques between 1-4 mm, and small plaques had a diameter smaller than 1 mm.
Figure 5. Bar graphs of relative abundance of the three plaque sizes for each site during
2012. Abundance is based on the percentage of the three plaque categories out of the
total number of plaques counted in each month. Each panel represents relative
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abundance for NC64A- (A,B), Syngen- (C,D) and SAG-viruses (E,F) from each
corresponding month and location.
Figure 6. In-vitro flask tests of algae growth in sterilized indigenous water. Strains were
grown on autoclaved indigenous water alone and/or Bolds Basal Media (BBM)
supplemented with 10 mM of urea or asparagine. Pictures were taken 12-15 days post
incubation. Bottom of the flask was cropped using Adobe Photoshop CS5.
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Supplementary Figure legends
Supplementary Figure S1. Weekly water samples were collected from two sites within
Holmes Lake located in Lincoln, NE (A). Schematic map of sedimentation depths at the
lake (B). Image by Olsson Associates.
Supplementary Figure S2. In order to optimize the reproducibility of the plaque assay,
we tested the ability of cells growing at different concentrations to form plaques. Cells
reaching concentrations of 1-5 x 106, 1-4 x 107 and 6-7 x 107 cells/ml in 4, 7 and 8 days
respectively were used to test susceptibility to virus infection using indigenous water
collected from sites 4 and 6. We concluded that for all strains, concentrations between 15 x 106 cells/ml reached in about 3-4 days were optimal for plaquing.
Supplementary Figure S3. In order to optimize the reproducibility of the plaque assay,
we tested if the amount of the water used influence the plaque numbers per plate. Cells
reaching concentrations of 1-5 x 106 were pelleted to 1-5 x 107 cells/ml and then mixed
with 100 ul, 500 ul or 1000 ul of native water for plaquing. We concluded the water
volume used did not affect the expected number of plaques/ml.
Supplementary Figure S4. Schematic illustration of the experimental design to
determine if NC64A, Syngen 2-3 and SAG 3.83 zoochlorella strains grow free of their
symbiotic host in indigenous water. Sterile disposable 500 ml bottle top filters were used
to filter 400 ml of indigenous water followed by an autoclave cycle at 15 psi for 20 min.
30 ml of water with or without the addition of organic nitrogen sources was inoculated
with 1 - 5 x 105 cells/ml of actively growing algae cells. 1M urea or 0.2 M asparagine
were added as the sole nitrogen sources to a final concentration of 10 mM to either
water samples or BBM. Flasks were shaking at 200 rpm and 26oC for 15 days in
constant light.
Supplementary Figure S5. Water samples were collected from eight rivers within the
continental USA. Samples represent main watersheds in Nebraska, Delaware,
Maryland, New York, Mississippi, Colorado, Florida, and Alabama. Samples were
evaluated following the procedure on Figure 1.
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Supplementary Figure S6. Pictures of seasonal patterns of five sites during the 2013
collection year.
Supplementary Figure S7. Plot representing the seasonal dynamics of chlorovirus
populations over a 3-year period at several sites including Holmes Lake. The weekly
average values of plaque-forming units/ml (PFU/ml) are plotted for 2011, 2012, 2013
and 2014. The x axis indicates months and y axis indicates PFU/ml of indigenous water.
Each panel represents relative abundance for NC64A-, Syngen- and SAG-viruses from
each location.
Supplementary Figure S8. Highest titers observed during the sampling period on a
small pond near Holmes Lake on NC64A and SAG 3.83 lawns.
Supplementary Figure S9. Plot representing the seasonal dynamics of chlorovirus
populations over a 3-year period on all sampling sites in Lincoln, NE. The numbers of
infectious virus particles were both host- and site-dependent. The overall average values
for each week during the multi-year study are plotted. The x axis indicates months and y
axis indicates PFU/ml of indigenous water. Each panel represents relative abundance
for NC64A-, Syngen- and SAG-viruses from each location, demonstrating the variability
between the sites.
Supplementary Figure S10. Schematic representation of the seed bank and runoff
model for Chloroviruses in small urban aquatic ecosystems.
Supplementary Figure S11. Summary of weekly water pH values collected on 5 sites in
Lincoln NE. They were evaluated from March to December 2013.
Supplementary Figure S12. A representative collection of plaque assay plates with
different plaque numbers and sizes.
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Supplementary Figure S13. Additional sites evaluated for the in-vitro flask tests of
algae growth in sterilized indigenous water. Strains were grown on autoclaved
indigenous water alone and/or Bolds Basal Media (BBM) supplemented with 10 mM of
urea or asparagine. Pictures were taken at 7 and 15 days post incubation.
Supplementary Figure S14. UV and light microscopic observations of chlorophyllcontaining organisms from collection site 7 evaluated on April 2012.
Supplementary Figure S15. Paramecium bursaria shown in white light, ultraviolet light,
and merged picture highlighting the red-fluorescing chlorophyll of the green algae
housed within the symbiont (A). Pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) comparing lab
ex-symbiotic strains and Paramecium bursaria bearing Chlorella specimens collected in
Nebraska. Chromosomes were separated using a 1% 0.5X TBE gel. Electrophoresis
conditions included a pulse time ramped from 700 to 1800 seconds for 72 hours at 70 V.
Lane M1-Schizosaccharomyces pombe chromosomal DNA size standard; lane M2Hansenula wingei chromosomal DNA size standard. Note the similarity in patterns
between the ex-symbiotic lab-strains and the Paramecium bursaria bearing Chlorella
samples (B).
Supplementary Figure S16. Schematic illustration for the isolation of free-living algae
from indigenous water collected in Lincoln, NE.
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Table legends
Table 1. Summary of water chemistry parameters collected by the Nebraska Department
of Environmental Quality at Holmes Lake in Lincoln. Monthly collections, taken near the
damn, were evaluated during May 2010 to September 2010. ORD= oxygen reduction
potential, DO= dissolved oxygen, C= specific conductance, T= turbidity.
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Figure 3.
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Supplementary Figure S15.

	
  

	
  

	
  
Supplementary Figure S16.
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Temp (oC)
14
29
29
21
	
  

DO (%
sat)
91.4
194.1
105.7
74.1
pH
8.56
9.41
9.23
7.69

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

C
(umhos/cm) T(NTU)
566
1.4
272.6
24
293.6
16.4
327.2
11.8

ORD= oxygen reduction
potential, DO=
Disolved oxygen,
C= Specific
Conductance,
T=
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Turbidity
DO= Disolved
oxygen
C= Specific Conductance
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
T= Turbidity
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Date collected
May 2010
July 2010
Aug. 2010
Sept. 2010

ORP
(mV)
339
209
275
417
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Chlorophyll a
(V)
0.0284
0.0729
0.0231
0.0342
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CHAPTER III

EXPANSION OF THE CHLOROVIRUS GENUS
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Characterization of a New Chlorovirus Type with Permissive and NonPermissive Features on Phylogenetically Related Algae Strains

Abstract
Chloroviruses are large, icosahedral dsDNA viruses that are ubiquitous in
freshwater reaching titers as high as thousands of plaque forming units (PFU)
per ml of native water. Previously, Paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1 (PBCV1) was described as the Chlorovirus prototype that replicates in two Chlorella
variabilis algal strains, NC64A and Syngen 2-3. Recently, it was discovered that
PBCV-1 could also replicate in the Chlorella variabilis OK1-ZK strain. These
three strains are ex-symbionts originally isolated from the protozoan Paramecium
bursaria. As part of a three-year systematic study to monitor chloroviruses in
natural aquatic environments in Nebraska, the three strains were used for plaque
assays. Surprisingly, the PFUs on Syngen 2-3 lawns were significantly higher
than the PFUs on NC64A and OK1-ZK from the same indigenous samples.
These unexpected discrepancies led to the discovery of viruses that only infect
Syngen 2-3 cells. As a result, a new Chlorovirus genus named Only Syngen
(OSy) viruses, that form plaques only on the ex-symbiotic Syngen 2-3 strain but
not on NC64A or OK1-ZK lawns was discovered from native water. The Only
Syngen Nebraska virus 5 (OSyNE-5) was selected as the prototype virus for the
genus. OSyNE-5 resembled PBCV-1 and the other chloroviruses in that it had a
dsDNA genome of 323-kb and had a distinct icosahedral shape with a diameter
of around 180–190 nm. Interestingly, OSyNE-5 contained two major capsid
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proteins that migrated slightly slower than the PBCV-1 homolog. Additionally,
gene synteny, nucleotide conservation and phylogenetic affinity were highly
conserved among OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1, likely because both viruses replicate in
Syngen 2-3 (permissive) cells. Intriguingly, OSyNE-5 was also able to attach and
initiate infection in NC64A and OK1-ZK, which resulted in the death of the algae.
However, infectious particles were not recovered. Thus, OSy viruses have
permissive and non-permissive features in phylogenetically related algal species.

Keywords: Chlorovirus, Chlorella variabilis, OSyNE-5, non-permissive cells,
permissive cells
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Introduction
Large dsDNA-containing viruses that infect algae comprise the family
Phycodnaviridae. They have genomes ranging from 160 to 560 kb that contain
up to 600 protein-encoding genes (CDSs) (Van Etten 2003; Van Etten et al.
2010; Wilson et al. 2009). These large viruses are found in aqueous
environments throughout the world in both fresh and marine waters. Currently
phycodnaviruses are classified into six genera. Members of one genus,
Chlorovirus, are icosahedral, plaque-forming viruses that replicate in certain exsymbiotic, unicellular chlorella-like green algae. Chloroviruses are cosmopolitan
residents of inland waters with titers as high as thousands of plaque forming units
(PFU) per ml of indigenous water (Van Etten et al. 1985a; Van Etten et al. 1985b;
Van Etten et al. 2002; Yamada et al. 2006).

Chlorovirus hosts, which are normally symbionts in nature, are often referred to
as zoochlorellae (Karakashian 1975; Kodama et al. 2014). They are associated
with either the protozoan Paramecium bursaria, the coelenterate Hydra viridis or
the heliozoon Acanthocystis turfacea (Van Etten and Dunigan 2012).
Zoochlorellae are resistant to viruses in their symbiotic state. Fortunately, some
zoochlorellae grow independently of their partners in the laboratory, permitting
plaque assay of the viruses and synchronous infection of their hosts, aiding the
study of the virus life cycle in detail (Van Etten et al. 1983b). Three such
zoochlorellae are Chlorella NC64A [renamed Chlorella variabilis (Proschold et al.
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2011), and its viruses are called NC64A viruses]; Chlorella SAG 3.83 (renamed
Chlorella heliozoae, and its viruses are called SAG viruses); and Chlorella Pbi
(renamed Micractinium conductrix, and its viruses are called Pbi viruses).
However, little is known about the natural history of the chloroviruses but we
suspect that many more chlorovirus hosts and viruses exist in nature.

Paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1 (PBCV-1) is the type member of the
genus Chlorovirus. PBCV-1 infects and forms plaques on two Chlorella variabilis
strains, NC64A and Syngen 2-3 (Van Etten et al. 1983a). Recently, PBCV-1 was
also shown to replicate in C. variabilis OK1-ZK cells (Quispe, unpublished
results). The three C. variabilis strains are endosymbionts of the protozoan P.
bursaria. At the time the plaque assay was developed in 1983, we assumed that
chlorella strains NC64A and Syngen 2-3 were identical, and consequently we
focused our studies on PBCV-1 and NC64A for the past 35 years (Van Etten and
Dunigan 2012). However, a recent taxonomic study on rDNA from zoochlorellae
established that NC64A, Syngen 2-3, and OK1-ZK were similar, but not identical
strains (Kamako et al. 2005; Proschold et al. 2011). This report prompted us to
look for viruses in native water that would plaque on Syngen 2-3 lawns.
Surprisingly, as reported in this manuscript, viruses that formed plaques on
Syngen 2-3 were more common in indigenous waters than viruses that formed
plaques on NC64A and OK1-ZK at certain times of the year. This observation led
to the hypothesis that a yet unknown chlorovirus type might only replicate in
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Syngen 2-3 cells but not in the NC64A and OK1-ZK strains. This manuscript
describes this new group of chloroviruses, designated Only Syngen viruses
(OSy), which only replicate in permissive Syngen 2-3 cells. In addition, the OSy
viruses can initiate infection in phylogenetically related C. variabilis strains
(NC64A and OK1-ZK) but are unable to complete virus replication (nonpermissive cells).

Results and Discussion
Difference in number of plaques from indigenous water samples on lawns of
Syngen 2-3, OK1-ZK and NC64A
Chlorovirus PBCV-1 infects and forms plaques on three C. variabilis strains.
Indigenous water samples were collected and plaque assayed on NC64A, OK1ZK and Syngen 2-3 lawns as part of a three-year systematic study of
chloroviruses in Nebraska. Unexpectedly, viruses that plaqued on Syngen 2-3
lawns were up to ten times more prevalent than viruses that plaqued on NC64A
and OK1-ZK lawns (Fig. 1a and Supp. Fig. 1). Usually, samples collected earlier
in the year (January to April) showed the highest differences in numbers; in
contrast, the number of PFUs on NC64A and OK1-ZK lawns was very similar in
all the indigenous samples tested. This observation led to the prediction that an
unknown chlorovirus type replicated in Syngen 2-3 cells but not in NC64A and
OK1-ZK cells. That is, Syngen 2-3 might serve as a host for two distinct virus
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populations: viruses such as PBCV-1 that replicate in NC64A, OK1-ZK and
Syngen 2-3 cells and viruses that only replicate in Syngen 2-3 cells.

Isolation of a new Chlorovirus type
To investigate this unexpected difference in plaque-forming viruses in the
indigenous water samples, 314 single plaques were isolated from Syngen 2-3
lawns that showed the greatest difference in plaque number when compared to
NC64A and OK1-ZK lawns (Supp. Fig. 2). The plaques were then inoculated on
the three C. variabilis strains in both liquid and solid cultures (Supp. Fig. 3).
Seventy-five percent of the 314 viruses only formed plaques on Syngen 2-3 cells
whereas twenty-five percent formed plaques on and lysed all three strains (Fig.
1b). This new Chlorovirus genus was named Only Syngen viruses (OSy)
because they only formed plaques on Syngen 2-3 cells (Fig. 1c and Supp. Table
1). Using the same procedure, we isolated OSy viruses from other water
samples, including one sample collected in Florida, suggesting that the OSy
genus is ubiquitous in geographically distant sites within the continental United
States (Supp. Table 2). One isolate from Nebraska, called OSyNE-5, was
selected as the prototype virus for the group and characterized further.

Morphology of OSyNE-5 virus
Electron microscope analysis indicates that OSyNE-5 has the same icosahedral
morphology as chlorovirus PBCV-1 (Fig. 2 and Supp. Fig. 4) with a diameter of
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180-190 nm, which is similar to the 190 nm diameter measured along the fivefold axis for PBCV-1 (Yan et al. 2000). Another distinct characteristic of
chlorovirus virions is the presence of a single bilayered membrane that is derived
from the host (Milrot et al. 2015). The membrane is located underneath the outer
capsid shell, and it is required for virus infectivity. For instance, PBCV-1 is
sensitive to a short time exposure to chloroform (Skrdla et al. 1984). Thus the
effect of chloroform on the specific infectivity of OSyNE-5 was determined
(results not shown). Similar to PBCV-1, OSyNE-5 infectivity was rapidly reduced
by chloroform exposure, suggesting that chloroform destroyed the membrane
integrity of the virion particle.

Analysis of the major capsid protein (MCP) of OSyNE-5
The PBCV-1 virion is composed of a mixture of 148 viral encoded proteins and
one host-deived protein (Dunigan et al. 2012). The PBCV-1 MCP (A430L) is a 54
kDa glycoprotein that represents about 40% by weight of the total protein content
in the virion and is predicted to be present in approximately 5000 copies per
particle (Nandhagopal et al. 2002; Yan et al. 2000). The PBCV-1 MCP is posttranslationally modified and has 4 N-glycosylation sites (Nandhagopal et al.
2002; Klose et al., unpublished results). The size of the MCPs in the other
chlorovirus types ranges between 51 kDa and 55 kDa in size (DeCastro et al., in
press). To determine if OSyNE-5 has comparable proteomic features, the protein
compositions of OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1 were compared by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3).
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The OSyNE-5 SDS-PAGE profile resembled the PBCV-1 profile but with some
differences (Supp. Fig. 5). For instance, OSyNE-5 appears to have two MCPs
that migrated slightly slower than the PBCV-1 MCP with predicted molecular
weights of 54 and 55 kDa. Thus OSyNE-5 resembles another chlorovirus, named
NY-2A, that also may have two MCPs (DeCastro et al., in press).

General genomic comparison of OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1
The OSyNE-5 genome was sequenced, annotated and compared to PBCV-1
(Supp. Fig. 6). The genome was 323,150 bp with a G+C content of 42%. Thus,
OSyNE-5 has a slightly smaller genome and a slightly increased G+C content
compared to PBCV-1 (331-kb and 40% G+C content) (Supp. Fig. 7).
Interestingly, all of the NC64A viruses have a G+C content of about 40%,
whereas the G+C content of the Pbi and SAG viruses are 45% and 49%,
respectively (Jeanniard et al. 2013).

Gene prediction algorithms identified 765 open reading frames (ORFs) in the
OSyNE-5 genome (Table 5) of which 348 were classified as major CDSs and
417 as minor ORFs. We classified potential CDSs based on the parameters used
to resequence and reannotate the PBCV-1 genome (Dunigan et al. 2012).
(Dunigan et al. 2012). Half of the OSyNE-5 genome (52% =399 ORFs) were
PBCV-1 orthologs with high e-values (Fig. 4c and Table 1). Additionally OSyNE-5
was predicted to contain 14 tRNA genes (Table 2). These features are
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comparable to PBCV-1 that has 801 ORFs (416 major CDSs and 386 minor
ORFs) and 11 tRNA genes (Fig. 4c) (Dunigan et al. 2012). (Dunigan et al. 2012).

A previous report of 41 sequenced chloroviruses indicated that gene synteny,
nucleotide conservation and phylogenetic affinity were highly conserved among
viruses infecting the same algal host, with only a few localized rearrangements
(Supp. Fig. 8). In contrast, low synteny was observed between chloroviruses that
infected different hosts (Jeanniard et al. 2013). At the genome level, OSyNE-5
and PBCV-1 exhibited high synteny despite the fact that PBCV-1 formed plaques
on NC64A while OSyNE-5 did not (Fig. 4 a,b). We speculate that the ability of
both viruses to replicate in Syngen 2-3 cells could explain their high genomic
colinearity.

Phylogenetic analysis
Phylogenetic relationships between OSyNE-5, other chlorovirus
and Ostreococcus virus (outgroup) genomes were determined using previous
analysis of the concatenated alignment of core chlorovirus genes (Jeanniard et
al. 2013). The resulting maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree is presented
in Fig. 5. While most of the newly sequenced OSyNE-5 genome is a close
relative of previously sequenced NC64A viruses including PBCV-1, the isolated
phylogenetic position of virus OSyNE-5 within the NC64A virus clade makes it
the first representative of this new OSy genus of chloroviruses. This new virus
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genus resides within the two separate phylogenetic sub-groups of NC64A viruses
–one contains PBCV-1 and the other NY-2A. Both sub-groups share almost
perfect gene colinearity since they replicate in the same host. Similarly, OSy and
NC64A viruses replicate on Syngen 2-3 cells. Thus, they are clustered together
likely because viruses infecting the same algal host always cluster in
monophyletic clades (Jeanniard et al. 2013). Consequently, the 29 core proteins
identified in the OSyNE-5 genome to create the phylogeny share a high (average
of 89%) amino acid identity with their PBCV-1 orthologs (Table 3). In comparison,
the protein sequence identity between clades of chlorovirus genus ranged from
63.1% (NC64A vs. Pbi viruses) to 70.6% (Pbi vs. SAG viruses) (Jeanniard et al.
2013). Thus, the molecular phylogenetic analysis indicates a high phylogenetic
affinity between the OSy and the NC64A viruses.

OSyNE-5 virus attaches to non-permissive cells NC64A and OK1-ZK
One of the PBCV-1 icosahedron vertices has a spike structure; in addition,
several fibers extending from the capsid are believed to play a role in virus
attachment to the host (Cherrier et al. 2009; Van Etten et al. 1991; Zhang et al.
2011). Attachment of PBCV-1 and the other chloroviruses is host specific; thus,
virus attachment is the major factor in limiting the host range of the chloroviruses
(Van Etten and Dunigan 2012). In permissive cells, attachment leads to host cell
wall degradation at the point of attachment by a virus-associated enzyme(s); the
viral internal membrane presumably fuses with the host membrane, facilitating
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entry of the viral DNA and virion-associated proteins into the cell (Thiel et al.
2010). An empty capsid remains attached to the algal surface (Meints et al.
1984) while virus infection causes rapid depolarization of the host plasma
membrane that leads to the inhibition of secondary active transporters,
consequently altering cellular solute uptake (Agarkova et al. 2008). During a
successful viral infection DNA dyes such as SYBR® gold rapidly diffuse inside
the infected cell and cause DNA to fluoresce yellow after UV exposure. The
strong genome synteny and high phylogenetic affinity between OSyNE-5 and
PBCV-1 led to speculation about possible interactions of OSyNE-5 on PBCV-1’s
host range. Thus, we conducted comparative infection studies between OSyNE-5
and PBCV-1 on NC64A, OK1-ZK and Syngen 2-3 cells, initially focusing on virus
attachment.

Fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry analyses using the SYBR®
Gold stain were performed to determine if OSyNE-5 attaches to Syngen 2-3,
OK1-ZK and NC64A cells. PBCV-1 and an SAG virus (ATCV-1) served as
positive and negative controls, respectively (Supp. Fig. 9). Purified OSyNE-5,
PBCV-1 and ATCV-1 viruses and actively growing NC64A, Syngen 2-3 and OK1ZK (1 x 106 cells/ml) cells were used. Cultures were infected at MOI of 10, and 1
hr pi cells were mixed with the SYBR® Gold stain and analyzed by fluorescent
microscopy and flow cytometry.
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The fluorescent microscopy analysis showed that the three chlorella strains, both
alone or after mixing with the non-host ATCV-1 virus, were negative for DNA
staining. Syngen 2-3 cells infected with either OSyNE-5 or PBCV-1 showed rapid
SYBR® Gold uptake and consequently positive DNA fluorescent staining at the
point of viral infection. Surprisingly, C. variabilis NC64A and OK1-ZK cells were
also positive for DNA staining after OSyNE-5 attachment (Fig. 6a and Supp. Fig.
10).
To corroborate and quantify our results, flow cytometry analysis was performed
following a similar procedure. Samples of infected, uninfected and control cells
were run at 1 x 106 cells/ml and approximately 1 x 104 cell events were collected
per sample. Similar to the fluorescent microscopy analysis, OSyNE-5 significantly
increased the population of cells with higher SYBR® Gold fluorescent intensity
compared to uninfected cells (Fig. 6b). The increase in the OSyNE-5-induced
fluorescent was similar to that observed in PBCV-1 on Syngen 2-3, NC64A and
OK1-ZK. Background staining accounted for only 10% of the total cell population
across the strains. Consequently, OSyNE-5 attached and initiated infection not
only in Syngen 2-3, but also on NC64A and OK1-ZK cells. Additionally, we
determined that OSyNE-5 did not attach or initiate infection on other Chlorella exsymbiotic strains, e.g., SAG 3.83, Pbi, and F36-ZK (data not shown).

Non-permissive cells pre-challenged with OSyNE-5 virus avoided secondary
PBCV-1 infection
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Chlorovirus infection in permissive cells prevents infection by a second
chlorovirus (Greiner et al. 2009). To determine if OSyNE-5 infection on nonpermissive cells inhibited subsequent PBCV-1 infection, actively growing Syngen
2-3, NC64A and OK1-ZK cells at 1 x 107 cells/ml were inoculated with either
OSyNE-5, PBCV-1 or ATCV-1 virus at an MOI of 10 for 30 min (Supp. Fig. 12).
Cells were pelleted by centrifugation, culture supernatants discarded, and the
cells were washed and resuspended two times in MBBM. Cells were then
challenged with PBCV-1 at an MOI of 0.01 and lysates plaque assayed on
NC64A cells 96 hrs post infection (pi). First, we established that OSyNE-5
infection on permissive (Syngen 2-3) cells prevented subsequent PBCV-1
infection. Interestingly, similar to the scenario on permissive cells, OSyNE-5
infection on non-permissive (NC64A or OK1-ZK) cells also prevented the
secondary PBCV-1 infection. Thus, OSyNE-5 prevents subsequent PBCV-1
infection on permissive and non-permissive cells (Fig. 7). Control experiments
with ATCV-1 or PBCV-1 primary infection followed by the secondary PBCV-1
infection produced the expected results.

OSyNE-5 attachment kills non-permissive cells
The preceding experiments established that OSyNE-5 interaction with nonpermissive cells (NC64A and OK1-ZK) results in initiation of infection but no virus
replication. This leads to the question: what is the fate of non-permissive cells
after exposure to OSyNE-5? Thus, we inoculated Syngen 2-3, NC64A and OK1-
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ZK cells (5x105 cells/ml) with OSyNE-5 at low (0.01) and high (20) MOIs (Supp.
Fig. 11). Ten minutes pi we transferred cells to 25 ml of MBBM. Uninfected cells
were used as controls. At seven days pi, cell viability was evaluated by
visualizing cell culture growth. OSyNE-5 completely lysed the cell cultures at both
low and high MOIs in permissive cells (Syngen 2-3). Likewise, there was no cell
growth in non-permissive cells (NC64A and OK1-ZK) inoculated at high MOI with
OSyNE-5, suggesting that all cells were killed after infection at high MOI. In
contrast, cell growth similar to uninfected controls was observed in nonpermissive cells (NC64A and OK1-ZK) infected with OSyNE-5 at low MOI (Fig.
8). Consequently, the non-permissive cells were killed after addition of OSyNE-5
at high MOI even though no virus replication occurred.

OSyNE-5 infection leads to host nuclear DNA degradation in permissive and
non-permissive cells
C. variabilis NC64A genomic DNA is distributed into 13 chromosomes that range
in size from 1.1 to 6.5 Mb (Blanc et al. 2010). NC64A nuclear DNA begins to be
degraded to 150 to 200 kb segments by PBCV-1 encoded and virion packaged
DNA restriction endonucleases within minutes after PBCV-1 infection (Agarkova
et al. 2006). In contrast, the infecting 331-kb PBCV-1 DNA, which is methylated
in the restriction sites, remains intact during infection. The observation that
OSyNE-5 initiates infection in NC64A and OK-ZK-1 cells without completing its
replication cycle prompted us to examine NC64A, OK1-ZK and Syngen 2-3
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chromosomal DNA integrity by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) after
OSyNE-5 inoculation. Actively growing permissive and non-permissive cultures
were infected with OSyNE-5 at an MOI of 10; PBCV-1 was used as a control. We
observed that DNA degradation patterns in the three C. variabilis strains
following OSyNE-5 inoculation were similar to those observed with PBCV-1,
although the kinetics were slightly slower (Fig. 9). Thus, even though OSyNE-5
cannot complete its replication cycle in NC64A or OK1-ZK cells, host DNA
degradation occurs, suggesting that at least some early and/or early/late
transcripts may be synthesized (Supp. Fig. 13). It was difficult to conclusively
establish if OSyNE-5 host DNA degradation was followed by viral DNA
accumulation in later time points.

Genomic information present only in the OSyNE-5 genome
The preceding experiments indicate that OSyNE-5 can initiate replication in
NC64A and OK1-ZK cells but is unable to complete its replication. As noted in
Fig. 4, there are similarities in the synteny between PBCV-1 and OSyNE-5
genomes. However, one or more gene differences between the two viruses must
explain the discrepancies in their ability to infect and complete viral replication in
NC64A or OK1-ZK cells. The viruses share 399 ORFs (Table 1). They are
scattered in the genome and include 305 major CDSs and 94 minor ORFs. There
are 366 ORFs present only in the OSyNE-5 genome, and most of them did not
have predicted functions (Table 4). They include 43 major CDSs (protein length
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between 150-877 aa) and 323 minor ORFs. In contrast, 403 ORFs are present
only in the PBCV-1 genome, and they include 97 major CDSs and 306 minor
ORFs (Fig. 4c). Thus, while the majority of major CDSs are shared between both
viruses, minor ORFs are divergent and probably important for the differential host
permissibility of both viruses.

Additionally, we closely compared three regions that were present exclusively in
the OSyNE-5 genome (labeled as a’, b’ and c’ on Fig. 4a) to search for specific
genetic differences. An inverted stretch of 20-kb from 71- to 91-kb (group a’)
within the OSyNE-5 genome was absent in the PBCV-1 genome. Additionally,
two regions (groups b’ and c’) include the stretch between 125- and 130-kb and
310- to 315-kb respectively. Blast hits for these three regions are summarized in
Table 6. Most hits have low protein identity (<61% averaged) after searching
using the blastp algorithm. These sequences were completely absent in most
NC64A viruses but present in some SAG or Pbi genome sequences.

The left most region between 0- to 20-kb in the PBCV-1 genome did not
resemble any sequences in OSyNE-5 (Fig. 4). This last genomic difference,
although interesting, may not explain the difference in host permissibility between
the two viruses because a NC64A virus KS1B isolated in Kansas, USA contained
a 35-kb deletion in the left end of the genome when compared to PBCV-1
(Jeanniard et al. 2013). Thus, a 35-kb section in the left end of the PBCV-1
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genome that encompasses 29 CDSs is dispensable in a natural environment. In
addition, spontaneous antigenic variants of PBCV-1 containing 27- to 37-kb
deletions (12% of the PBCV-1 genome) in the left end of the 331-kb genome
replicate in C. variabilis NC64A and Syngen 2-3 cells in laboratory conditions,
albeit not as successfully as the wild type PBCV-1 (Landstein et al. 1995;
Quispe, unpublished results).

Conclusions
This manuscript describes the identification of OSy viruses, a new group of
chloroviruses that infects C. variabilis Syngen 2-3. These viruses are most
closely related at the genomic and phylogenetic level to the NC64A viruses.
Interestingly, the OSy viruses can initiate infection, including carrying out many of
the early infection events in C. variabilis (NC64A and OK1-ZK) cells, but they are
unable to complete virus replication (non-permissive cells). In contrast, the
NC64A viruses are able to infect and complete replication in three permissive C.
variabilis strains (NC64A, Syngen 2-3, and OK1-ZK). All of our previous studies
on the isolation of chlorella cells that were resistant to the chloroviruses involved
the loss of the ability of the viruses to attach to the cells, presumably due to a
change in the receptor. However, the finding in this report that OSy viruses can
initiate infection in NC64A and OK1-ZK cells and not complete replication opens
up a new area of investigation. They are blocked at later stage(s) of infection and
we are actively trying to determine where the block is located.
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Materials and methods
Cell cultures and virus purification
C. variabilis NC64A and Syngen 2-3 were maintained as slant stocks at 4°C. C.
variabilis OK1-ZK (NIES-2541) was obtained from the Japanese Culture
Collection of the National Institute for Environmental Studies
(http://www.nies.go.jp/index-e.html). NC64A, Syngen 2-3 and OK1-ZK strains
were grown on Modified Bold’s Basal Medium with 1% thiamine (V/V) (CompleteMBBM) (Bischoff, H. & Bold, H. 1963; Van Etten et al. 1983a). All experiments
were performed with cells growing at early log phase (4 - 7 x 106 cells/ml). Cell
cultures were shaken (200 rpm) at 26oC under continuous light. Procedures for
producing and purifying chloroviruses have been described previously
(Agarkova, et al. 2006; Dunigan et al. 2012; Van Etten et al. 1983b).

Plaque assays
Water samples were analyzed by plaque assay on the three Chlorella variabilis
strains. Plaque assays were performed as previously described (Van Etten et al.
1983a) with minor modifications. The strains were grown to early log phase (4 - 7
x 106 cells/ml) and concentrated tenfold (4 - 7 x 107 cells/ml) by centrifugation for
the plaque assays. Three ml of MBBM top agar (7 g/L agar) were mixed with 300
ul of concentrated actively growing cells and the water sample. Adequate
amounts of 0.45 um filtered water samples were plated to produce 25 - 120
plaques/plate when possible. The samples were poured over solidified MBBM-
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containing agar (15 g/L). Plates were then incubated for several days in constant
light at 26oC and plaque averages were determined from four plates per
sample/strain.

Isolation of OSy viruses
Plaque assays of indigenous water samples with significantly higher numbers of
plaques in Syngen 2-3 compared to NC64A and OK1-ZK were selected. A total
of 314 single plaques were isolated from Syngen 2-3 lawns and transferred to
liquid cultures of Syngen 2-3, OK1-ZK and NC64A cells to amplify the viruses.
After incubating in MBBM at 26oC in continuous light for seven days, tubes were
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min to pellet fragments and whole cells. A clear
tube indicated lysis whereas a green pellet of intact algae cells suggested no
infection. Viruses that lysed Syngen 2-3 cells without lysing NC64A or OK1-ZK
were selected. These viruses were diluted and plaque assayed on the three
strains. Viruses that formed plaques only on Syngen 2-3 lawns were selected
and re-plaqued at least two times then amplified in liquid culture for final virus
purification. Lysate and purified viruses were stored at 4°C in glass vials.

Transmission electron microscopy
For electron microscopic studies, freshly purified virus particles were added to a
strip of parafilm and transferred to 400-mesh copper grids (Electron Microscopy
Sciences) supported by carbon-coated Formvar film. The grid was then
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submerged in buffer suspension for 3 min and air-dried for 60 sec. Negative
staining solution (2% w/v aqueous phosphate tungsten acid, pH 7.2) (1:1 ratio)
was added for 5 min and air-dried for 1 h at room temperature. Virus particles
were visualized uisng a Hitachi H7500 transmission electron microscope in the
Morrison Microscopy Core Research Facility at the University of NebraskaLincoln.

SDS-PAGE gel analysis
Virion proteins were solubilized and separated by sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). SDS-PAGE profiles of OSyNE5 and PBCV-1 were performed using 15 µg of protein extracted from freshly
purified particles and run on a 4-20% Tris-Glycine PAGE® Gold Precast Protein
Gel before silver staining.

Chloroform-isoamyl alcohol DNA isolation
DNA was isolated as previously described (Doyle 1987) with modifications. Five
hundred µl of freshly purified virus particles (1x1010 PFU/ml) were mixed with 9 µl
DNAse I (Invitrogen 153 U/µl) and incubated at room temperature for 60 min to
remove external DNA molecules. Then, 20 µl of 500 mM EDTA (Sigma, pH 8.0),
20 µl of proteinase K (20 mg/ml), 4 µl of 30% Na sarcosyl and 2 µl of calcium
acetate (1M, Sigma) were added to the sample and vortexed briefly. Samples
were incubated at 65oC for 30 min. Three hundred µl of buffer-saturated phenol
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and 300 µl of chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1) were added to the sample and
gently mixed by inversion. Tubes were centrifuged at maximum speed for 5 min
at 4oC, and the upper aqueous layer was transferred to a fresh tube. Six hundred
µl of chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1) were added to the tube and mixed by
inversion before centrifuging at maximum speed for 5 min at 4oC. The upper
aqueous layer was removed and exposed to another 600 µl of chloroformisoamyl alcohol. DNA was precipitated from the aqueous layer by adding 66 µl of
3 M sodium acetate and 1350 µl of cold 100% ethanol, mixed and held at -20oC
for 3 h. The tubes were centrifuged at maximum speed for 15 min at 4oC to pellet
the DNA. Pellets were washed once with 1 ml of cold 70% ethanol and
centrifuged for 5 min at 4oC. Supernatant was removed and tubes were dried in a
vacuum desiccator. Finally, 300 µl of TE buffer (100 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, pH
7.4) were added to the pellet and incubated overnight at room temperature to resuspend the DNA. DNA was evaluated for quantity and quality by measuring
absorbance at 260 and 280 nm with a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000
spectrophotometer. DNA was stored at 4oC.

Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE)
The genome size of the OSyNE-5 was estimated by PFGE. Studies were carried out
according to the procedure of Agarkova et al. 2006 with some adjustments. An equal
volume of 2% low-melting-point agarose (Bio-Rad) in suspension buffer (SB) (25 mM
Tris, pH 7.5, 20 mM EDTA) at 45°C and freshly purified 1 x 107 virus particles were
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poured into plug molds (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and placed for cooling at 4°C for 20
min. After solidification, agarose blocks were incubated in 2 ml digestion buffer (DB)
(250 mM EDTA, pH 9.5, 1% N-lauroylsarcosine and 1 mg/ml proteinase K) for 24 h.
Samples were rinsed two times for 30 min with DB (without proteinase K) and cut into
small pieces to fit into gel wells. Agarose blocks inside the wells were sealed with 1%
low-melting-point agarose at 45°C in electrophoresis buffer. Intact viral DNAs were
separated in a CHEF-DR II (Bio-Rad) unit in 1% 0.5X TBE (45 mM Tris-base, 45 mM
boric acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) agarose gel. Electrophoresis conditions included a
pulse time ramped from 40 to 80 sec for 24 h at 200 V. Saccharomyces cerevisiae
chromosomes (225 to 1,900 kb) (New England BioLabs, Beverly, MA) were used as
DNA size markers. Gels were stained with 0.5 µg/ml ethidium bromide for 30 min and
destained in water for 1 h. Images were taken with a ChemiDoc EQ system (Bio-Rad).
PFGE studies to evaluate host DNA degradation on Chlorella cells was described
previously (Agarkova et al., 2006).

Confocal Fluorescent microscopy
An Axio Imager A1 confocal fluorescent microscope was used with 20x and 40x
objectives. SYBR® Gold Stain was visualized by excitation with a mercury vapor
short arc lamp HBO®.
NC64A, Syngen 2-3 and OK1-ZK cells were grown to early log phase (4 - 7 x 106
cells/ml) and concentrated ten fold. 300 µl of cells were mixed with 30 µl of
SYBR® Gold Stain (10X) following manufacturer's instructions. Cells were
aliquoted in 30 µl and infected with 10 µl of purified virus at an MOI of 20. After
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30 min, cells were visualized under the microscope. Pictures were taken with a
ProgRes® C14plus camera.

Genomic library preparation and sequencing
Genomic libraries were prepared using the Nextera XT library prep kit and 1 ng
of genomic DNA. DNA was fragmented and tagged with sequencing adapters in
a single step reaction enabling dual-indexed sequencing of pooled libraries.
Libraries were multiplexed, pooled and denatured following manufacturer's
protocol. The sequencing was done in one lane of 100 bp paired ends run on
illumina HiSeq 2500 using illumina TrueSeq Rapid PE Cluster Kit and TrueSeq
Rapid SBS Kit. The Illumina Sequence Analysis Viewer monitored the quality
scores of the run.

Sequence assembly, gene prediction and annotation
Assembly was performed using the CLC Genomics Workbench version 8.5.
Reads were trimmed and aligned to the PBCV-1 reference genome using guided
assembly. Duplicated reads were removed. ORF prediction and annotation were
performed and their sequences extracted from the genome. Sequences were
compared using the blastx algorithm against the annotated proteins of the PBCV1 genome (max e-value 1e-20). Annotation for the OSYNE-5 gene set were
performed by taking both the best PBCV-1, and the best Swissprot hit, and the
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function of the single best BLAST hit was assigned to the ORF. Transfer RNAs
were predicted using the tRNAscan-SE 1.21 software (Schattner et al. 2005).

Phylogenetic analysis
The evolutionary history was inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
method based on the JTT matrix-based model (Jones et al. 1992). The tree with
the highest log likelihood is shown. Initial tree(s) for the heuristic search were
obtained automatically by applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a
matrix of pairwise distances estimated using a JTT model and then selecting the
topology with superior log likelihood value. The tree is drawn to scale, with
branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per site. The analysis
involved 47 core-viral concatenated amino acid sequences. Forty-three are
chlorovirus sequences and four are ostreococcus viral sequences (out group). All
positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were a total
of 7762 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in
MEGA 6.0 software (Tamura et al. 2013).

Flow cytometry analysis
Viral attachment was analyzed by flow cytometry in the Morrison Core Research
Facility at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln using BD FACSCalibur for
acquisition and FlowJo software for data analysis. Samples were run at 1 x 106
cells/ml, and approximately 1 x 104 cell events were collected per sample.
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SYBR® Gold Stain was diluted in Tris buffer (50 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.4)
and mixed with uninfected and infected cells following manufacturer's
instructions. Chorella cells were gated based on light scatter properties and
analyzed in the FL-1 channel for SYBR® Gold stain intensity (488 nm excitation,
530/30 nm emission). Histograms are representative of 3 independent
experiments.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. (a) Three independent inland water samples collected from different sites in
Lincoln, Nebraska that show significantly higher plaque numbers on C. variabilis Syngen
2-3 lawns compared to C. variabilis NC64A and OK1-ZK lawns. (b) Distribution of
isolates between NC64A and OSy viruses. Three hundred and fourteen plaques were
isolated; 75% belong to the OSy and 25% to the NC64A genus highlighting the ubiquity
and abundance of OSy viruses in Lincoln inland waters. (c) Plaque assay of OSyNE-5
and PBCV-1 viruses on NC64A, Syngen 2-3 and OK1-ZK cells. OSyNE-5 only forms
plaques on Syngen 2-3 cells.
Figure 2. Electron micrographs of OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1 after negative
staining of purified viral particles. Pictures reveal similarities in shape (icosahedral
morphology) and size (140-190 nm) between OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1.
Figure 3. SDS-PAGE profile of the virion protein compositions of OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1
purified particles. The OSyNE-5 SDS-PAGE profile resembles the PBCV-1 profile but
with slight differences. OSyNE-5 appears to have two major capsid proteins (MCPs) that
migrated slightly slower than the single PBCV-1 MCP. The PBCV-1 MCP (A430L) at 54
kDa is indicated.
Figure 4. Genome comparison of chlorovirus OSyNE-5 and the prototype PBCV-1 as
reference. (a) Progressive Mauve alignment on default settings for the genomes of
OSyNE-5 (top) and PBCV-1 (bottom). The degree of DNA sequence similarity is
indicated by the height of each colored block. Homologous regions are connected by
lines between genomes, and blocks below the center line in OSyNE-5 indicate regions
with inverse orientation in comparison to PBCV-1. White spaces within blocks represent
small-localized areas of the genome sequences that were not aligned. The largest of
these is the stretch from around 71- kb to 91-kb (a’) within the inverted OSyNE-5
section, which is present in OSyNE-5 but not in the PBCV-1 genome. Blocks below the
central line represent sequences that are inverted in comparison to the PBCV-1
arrangement. (b) Dot plot alignments of the genome sequences of OSyNE-5 (vertical)
against PBCV-1 (horizontal). Reverse slopes (red points) represent sequences that are
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inverted between the two genomes. (c) Venn diagram illustrating the comparisons of
OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1 genomes. Number of major CDSs (red) and minor ORFs (blue)
are displayed for each genome. While the majority of major CDSs are shared between
both viruses, minor ORFs are divergent and likely important for the differential host
permissibility of both viruses.
Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree shows the evolutionary relationships between 47 viral
concatenated amino acid sequences (7762 gap-free sites). The Maximum Likelihood
(ML) tree was constructed using the MEGA 6.0 software (www.megasoftware.net) with
the ML algorithm and default settings. Bar: 0.2 substitutions per amino acid site. The
new OSy Chlorovirus genus is indicated in red and resides within the two separate
phylogenetic sub-groups of NC64A viruses –one contains PBCV-1 and the other NY-2A.
Both sub-groups share almost perfect gene colinearity since they replicate in the same
host. Branch support was estimated from 1000 bootstrap replicates. Four Ostreococcus
virus sequences serve as an outgroup to root the tree.
Figure 6. Attachment analysis of infected and uninfected C. variabilis cells with three
chlorovirus types 1h post infection (pi) and stained with the DNA dye SYBR® Gold. (a)
Fluorescent microscopy observations. Cells are stained by the fluorescent DNA dye if
the virus attaches and initiates infection. Chlorophyll stains red and DNA yellow under
UV light. (b) Infected and uninfected cells mixed with OSyNE-5 and PBCV-1 (1h pi). The
histogram depicts the level of SYBR® Gold stain intensity on infected and uninfected
cells. SYBR® Gold intensity increases when chlorella cells are infected by the respective
chloroviruses. The gating was set up on an uninfected control sample stained with
SYBR® Gold and applied to the infected samples. Negative control cells are plotted in
green and black. Experimental cells mixed with the DNA dye (SYBR® Gold) 1h pi are
plotted in red. Samples were run at 1 x 106 cells/ml, and approximately 1 x 104 cell
events were collected per sample.
Figure 7. OSyNE-5 inhibits PBCV-1 replication on permissive and non-permissive cells.
Number of PBCV-1 plaques on NC64A lawns after 96 hrs (y-axis) following prechallenge infections (MOI =10) with ATCV-1, PBCV-1, or OSyNE-5 respectively on
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NC64A, Syngen 2-3 and OK1-ZK cells followed by a second challenge with PBCV-1 (xaxis). The lack of plaques for all zoochlorella strains after primary OSyNE-5 infection
indicates that OSyNE-5 attachment inhibits secondary infection by PBCV-1. ATCV-1 and
PBCV-1 serve as controls.
Figure 8. Viability test of NC64A, OK1-ZK, and Syngen 2-3 cells upon infection with
OSyNE-5 at high and low MOI (20 and 0.01 respectively). A viable culture of OK1-ZK
and NC64A cells following OSyNE-5 infection at low MOI establishes that viral
attachment but not replication happens in non-permissive cells. In contrast, OSyNE-5
infection at high MOI in non-permissive cells triggers cell death after viral attachment.
OSyNE-5 infection on permissive cells (Syngen 2-3) at high and low MOI serves as
control. Pictures were taken 7 days pi.
Figure 9. PFGE kinetics of DNA degradation of NC64A and Syngen 2-3 cells upon
infection with OSyNE-5 virus. Although OSyNE-5 cannot complete its replication cycle,
degradation of NC64A host DNA occurs. Additionally, OSyNE-5 appears to degrade host
chromosomal DNA at a slower rate than PBCV-1 in both strains.
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Table Legends
Table 1. Predicted ORFs in the OSyNE-5 genome that are close orthologs to the
annotated ORFs in the PBCV-1 genome.
Table 2. Fourteen tRNAs predicted in the OSyNE-5 genome.
Table 3. Twenty-nine identified core proteins from the OSyNE-5 virus used for the
phylogenetic analysis.
Table 4. Predicted ORFs exclusively present in the OSyNE-5 genome.
Table 5. OSyNE-5 genes and gene annotations.
Table 6. Blast results for the three regions that are present exclusively in the OSyNE-5
genome (labeled as a’, b’ and c’ on Fig. 4a).
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Supplementary Figure Legends
Supplementary Figure 1. Significantly higher plaque numbers on Syngen 2-3 lawn
compared to NC64A and OK1-ZK lawns observed after plating 1 ml of indigenous water
collected from Lincoln, Nebraska.
Supplementary Figure 2. Experimental flow chart of OSy viruses isolation from
indigenous water. Single plaques were selected from Syngen 2-3 lawns showing higher
plaque numbers when compared to NC64A and OK1-ZK. Virus was amplified in Syngen
2-3 cells for seven days and challenged against the three strains. Virus that exclusively
lysed Syngen 2-3 cells (showing a clear tube) without lysing NC64A cells or OK1-ZK
(showing a green tube) were selected for plaque assay.
	
  
Supplementary Figure 3. OSyNE isolates challenged against Syngen 2-3 and NC64A
strains at MOI=0.01. NC64A cells persist when incubated with OSyNE viral lysates that
would lyse Syngen 2-3 cells.
	
  
Supplementary Figure 4. Electron micrographs of additional OSyNE viruses at various
resolutions.
	
  
Supplementary Figure 5.Virion proteins of PBCV-1 that replicated on NC64A cells
(blue), PBCV-1 that replicated on Syngen 2-3 cells (black), and other OSy viruses
(Florida isolate OSyF-3, Nebraska isolate OSyNE-M2, and the prototype OSyNE-5).	
  
Supplementary Figure 6. Restriction enzyme analysis of OSyNE viral DNAs compared
to PBCV-1 and ATCV-1 DNAs. Prototype OSyNE-5 highlighted in red by an asterisk.	
  
Supplementary Figure 7. Pulsed field gel electrophoresis of genomic DNAs from
PBCV-1 and OSyNE-5.	
  
Supplementary Figure 8. Dot plot alignment of NC64A, SAG, Pbi, and OSy viruses.
Each dot represents a nucleotide match between the two sequenced genomes in the
same orientation or in reverse orientation.	
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Supplementary Figure 9. Experimental flow chart for OSy viruses attachment analysis.
Preparation of uninfected and infected C. variabilis cells (1h pi). stained with the DNA
dye SYBR® Gold for fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry analysis.
Supplementary Figure 10. Fluorescent microscopy observations of uninfected and
infected NC64A cells stained with the DNA dye SYBR® Gold. NC64A cells mixed with
OSy viruses or PBCV-1 show similar increase staining intensity of the fluorescent DNA
dye (1 hr pi) indicating that OSy virus attach and initiate infection in permissive and nonpermissive cells.	
  
Supplementary Figure 11. Schematic of viability test of NC64A, OK1-ZK, and Syngen
2-3 cells upon infection with OSyNE-5 at high and low MOI (20 and 0.01 respectively).
Supplementary Figure 12. Experimental flow chart to test if OSyNE-5 inhibits PBCV-1
replication on permissive and non-permissive cells.	
  
Supplementary Figure 13. Schematic model for OSyNE-5 infection on non-permissive
cells. When OSyNE-5 infection starts on NC64A cells, host DNA degradation occurs
suggesting that at least some early and/or early/late transcripts may be synthetized;

nevertheless, the molecular mechanisms remain elusive.	
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Supplementary Table Legends
Supplementary Table 1. Summary of OSy virus isolates from different sites within the
USA.
Supplementary Table 2. List of sequenced OSy isolates from different sites within the
USA. 	
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Comparative Genomics, Transcriptomics and Metabolism Distinguish
Symbiotic from Free-living Chlorella

Abstract
Most animal-microbe symbiotic interactions must be advantageous to the host
and provide nutritional benefits to the endosymbiont. When the host provides
nutrients, it can gain the capacity to control the interaction, promote self-growth
and increase its fitness. Chlorella-like green algae engage in symbiotic
relationships with certain protozoans, a partnership which significantly impacts
the physiology of both organisms. Consequently, it is challenging to grow axenic
chlorella cultures after isolation from the host, as they are nutrient fastidious and
susceptible to virus infection. We hypothesize that the establishment of a
symbiotic relationship spurred natural selection on nutritional and metabolic traits
that differentiate symbiotic algae from their free-living counterparts. Here, we
compare metabolic capabilities of five symbiotic and four free-living Chlorella
algae by determining growth levels on combinations of nitrogen and carbon
sources. Data analysis by hierarchical clustering reveals clear separation of the
symbiotic and free-living Chlorella into two distinct clades. Symbiotic algae
cannot metabolize NO3 but can utilize three symbiont-specific amino acids (Asn,
Pro and Ser). These amino acids were exclusively affected by the
presence/absence of Ca2+ in the medium, and differences were magnified if
galactose but not sucrose or glucose was provided. Additionally, Chlorella
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variabilis NC64A genomic and differential expression analysis confirm the
presence of abundant amino acid transporter protein motifs, some of which the
algae constitutively express axenically and within the host. Significantly, all five
symbiotic strains exhibit similar metabolic phenotypes although they arise as
protozoan symbionts from different origins. Such similarities indicate a parallel
coevolution of shared metabolic pathways across multiple independent symbiotic
events. Collectively, our results suggest that physiological changes drive the
Chlorella symbiotic phenotype and contribute to their natural fitness.

Keywords: Chlorella variabilis, symbiosis, metabolism, amino acids, galactose
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Introduction
Successful endosymbiosis provides advantages to both the host and the
endosymbiont. Benefits may include better adaptation to nutrient limitation or
reduction of mortality via protection against damage by UV light or pathogens
(e.g. viruses). In such scenarios, symbionts increase their reproductive capacity
and fitness within hosts relative to non-host environments (Bischoff and Bold,
1963; Johnson 2011; Karakashian 1975; Karakashian and Karakashian, 1965).
For example, some protozoans harbor intracellular chlorella-like green algae in
an inherited mutually beneficial symbiotic relationship, which serves as a wellrecognized model for studying endosymbiotic relationships (Kovacevic, et al.
2007; Kovacevic 2012; Park et al. 1967; Siegel 1960).
Unicellular chlorella-like green algae inhabit the gastrodermal
symbiosomes (perialgal vacuoles) of different protozoans and transfer a
significant amount of their photosynthetically fixed carbon (e.g. maltose, fructose)
to the non-photosynthetic partner (Cernichiari, et al. 1969; Karakashian 1975;
Matzke et al. 1990). In this context, symbiotic chlorella require nutrients such as
nitrogen from the host and their assimilation into the algal metabolome (McAuley
1987; Yellowlees, 2008). The mechanisms involved in this interaction have not
yet been completely elucidated; however, the metabolic pathways involved in
nitrogen and carbon utilization could be crucial physiological signatures of
endosymbiosis (McAuley 1987). Endosymbiosis was essential during
eukaryogenesis (Hom and Murray 2014; Lopez-Garcia and Moreira 2015);
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therefore elucidating how such processes work would open new avenues of
research in the understanding of the molecular, cellular, and organismal
adaptations that allow successful mutualism.
Protozoan-chlorella intracellular interactions can be disrupted, and some
attempts to isolate intact algae free of the host have been successful. These
include algae that had been associated with several species of protozoans,
including Paramecium bursaria (Kessler and Huss 1990; Siegel 1960),
Acanthocystis turfacea (Kessler and Huss 1990), and Hydra viridis (Pardy and
Muscatine 1973; Van Etten et al. 1981). Another approach to identify exsymbiotic algal strains relied on their susceptibility to large DNA virus infections
after the disruption of the host-chlorella interaction (Kvitko 1984; Kawakami and
Kawakami 1978; Meints et al. 1981; Van Etten et al. 1983a). The only
documented symbiotic-virus susceptible Chlorella species, which can be cultured
axenically, include Chlorella variabilis NC64A (Van Etten et al. 1983b), C.
variabilis Syngen 2-3 (Van Etten et al. 1983a), C. variabilis F36-ZK (Fujishima
2010; Kamako et al. 2005; Proschold et al. 2011), C. variabilis OK1-ZK
(Fujishima 2010; Proschold et al. 2011), and C. heliozoae SAG 3.83 (Bubeck and
Pfitzner 2005). Hereafter, for the purpose of this paper, symbiotic-virus
susceptible algae strains will be referred to as symbiotic algae.
We are studying the chlorella-virus interaction for the past 35 years;
however, we puzzled by the fastidious nutrient requirements that symbiotic algae
strains possess (Albers et al. 1982; Kato et al. 2006; McAuley 1987). For
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instance, unlike most Chlorella species, the symbiotic algal strains fail to grow on
Bolds’ Basal Medium (BBM), which has NO3 as its sole N source. Thus, as a
matter of convenience, 1% peptone was added when growing these symbiotic
strains axenically (Jolley and Smith 1978; Kamako et al. 2005). We hypothesize
that the establishment of a symbiotic relationship spurred intense natural
selection on specific nutritional and metabolic features unique in symbiotic algae.
In this study, we examine that idea by analyzing some physiological traits and
growth requirements by comparing four free-living strains and five symbiotic
Chlorella species.
Our physiological evaluation, which focused on alternative nitrogen (N) and
carbon (C) sources, shows that symbiotic algae are better able to assimilate less
preferred N and C sources. Significantly, they prefer organic N sources; inorganic
N sources (e.g. NO3 or NH4), which are the primary sources of N in the
environment, are poorly assimilated by symbiotic algae. Additionally, they also
assimilate less preferred C sources (e.g. galactose over sucrose or glucose).
Importantly, all symbiotic strains exhibit similar metabolic phenotypes although
they are polyphyletic and arise as protozoan symbionts from different origins
(Fujishima 2010). Namely, they derive from multiple independent symbiotic
events. Such similarities denote a parallel coevolution of similar metabolic
pathways across multiple independent symbiotic events. Taken together, in
symbiotic Chlorella strains, ancient evolutionary genome plasticity and metabolic
regulatory rewiring at the cellular level could come with a cost in nature (e.g.
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metabolic adaptation for endosymbiosis, inability to survive as a free-living and
virus susceptibility).

Materials and Methods
Algal strains
Symbiotic C. variabilis NC64A, C. variabilis Syngen 2-3 and C. heliozoae
SAG 3.83 were maintained as slant stocks at 4°C. Symbiotic C. variabilis F36-ZK
(NIES-2540) and C. variabilis OK1-ZK (NIES-2541) were obtained from the
Japanese Culture Collection of the National Institute for Environmental Studies
(http://www.nies.go.jp/index-e.html). Stock samples of free-living strains C.
sorokoniana (UTEX-1230), C. sorokoniana (CS-01), C. kessleri (B228) and C.
protothecoides (CP-29) were obtained from the Culture Collection of Algae at
University of Texas at Austin (http://web.biosci.utexas.edu/utex/).

Cell cultures
Symbiotic and free-living strains were grown on BBM (Bischoff and Bold
1963) supplemented with 1% (w/v) peptone, 5% (w/v) sucrose and 0.001% (w/v)
thiamine (complete MBBM) (Suppl. Fig. 8). Where indicated, 1 % peptone was
replaced with 1% (w/v) casamino acids. The ability of algae to exploit different N
and C sources was tested by adding to the N- C- deficient BBM (N-/C-BBM) the
N and/or C source to be tested. Thus, 0.22 um filter-sterilized stock solutions of N
and C sources were added to a final concentration of 10 mM. All flasks were
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supplemented with 0.001% (w/v) thiamine. To test the effect of Ca2+ deprivation
on algal growth, we followed a similar procedure but C-, N- and Ca2+ -deficient
BBM (N-/C-/Ca2+ -BBM) were used.
125 mL narrow mouth pyrex Erlenmeyer flasks with 30 ml of
supplemented BBM were prepared (Suppl. Fig. 9). For the inoculum, MBBM logphase actively growing cells were pelleted and washed 3 times with either N-/CBBM or N-/C-/Ca2+ -BBM medium. Flasks were inoculated to a final cell density
of 1-5 x 105 cells/ml and shaken at 26°C/180 rpm in continuous light for variable
time periods because symbiotic growth rates are slower compared to their freeliving counterparts. Free-living strains were grown for 9 days on BBM with an
added N source or for 7 days when both N and C sources were added. Similarly,
symbiotic strains were grown for 12 days on BBM with added N source or 9 days
when both N and C sources were included. MBBM and unsupplemented BBM
were used as controls. Triplicate samples were run for the symbiotic algae, and
duplicate samples were run for the free-living strains. Flask images were taken
with a 12.1 mega pixel Sony Cyber-shot digital camera. Pictures were organized
using Adobe Photoshop CS5.1.

Hierarchical Clustering analysis
We used Cluster 3.0 for Mac OS X (http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm)
and JavaTreeView Version 1.1.6r4 (http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net/) programs to
analyze and visualize the growth experiments. The hierarchical clustering
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algorithm was performed using the average-linkage method applied to the
dataset. The objective of this algorithm is to compute a dendrogram that
assembles all elements into a single tree, so the tree clusters the strains and
treatments according to similarities in their growth patterns. The dataset consists
of rows representing the nine algal strains and columns representing the
numerical score for each media condition. The analysis was performed as bulk
data and as a subset by treatment. The numerical score was assessed on
individual flasks using a 0 to 5 scale, with 5 representing the best growth and 0
the absence of growth.

Display
The dataset is represented graphically in a hierarchical clustering by
coloring each cell on the basis of the numerical flask score. Flasks with scores of
0 (no growth) are colored black and scores rise with reds of increasing intensity
to denote growth. The dendrogram is attached on both axes to the colored graph
to indicate the nature of the computed relationship among growth conditions and
Chlorella species.

Comparative Genomics
Amino acid transporters from A. thaliana were identified using the
expressed AA transporters in C. variabilis NC64A (Blanc et al. 2010) as queries.
Sequences were examined by similarity search using BLASTP (Altschul et al.
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1997) against the non-redundant (NR) database from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI: http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Orthology of
candidate sequences was verified using the C. variabilis NC64A KEGG database
(Kanehisa and Goto 2000). Top hit sequences with more than 60% similarities
and query coverage were considered as putative homologs. Additionally,
members of a collection of characterized AA transporters from A. thaliana
(Tegeder 2012) were used to perform a BLAST search against NC64A and
UTEX-1230 (UNL algal consortium, in preparation) genomes, using an expected
value of 1×10-10 as a cutoff. Each algal protein returned an A. thaliana AA
transporter, and the gene designation and E-value for each gene is presented in
Tables 1 and 2. Similarly, 35 putative AA transporters from NC64A (Blanc et al.
2010) were used to perform a BLAST search against UTEX-1230 proteome
(Table 3).

RNAseq analysis
Datasets from RNAseq experiments were downloaded to the public
Galaxy platform server (www.usegalaxy.org) and manipulated with data analysis
tools as described below. For axenic C. variabilis NC64A, we used an uninfected
control sample (NCBI SRA accession SRX316780) from a recently published
viral infection experiment conducted in our lab (Rowe et al. 2013). For C.
variabilis growing endosymbiotically within P. bursaria, we downloaded RNAseq
datasets (NCBI SRA accessions DRX003053, DRX003054, and DRX003055)
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(Kodama et al. 2014). These sequence files were reported to contain RNAseq
reads mapping to the NC64A genome, thus providing potential information
regarding genes that are differentially expressed when the alga is grown
axenically on MBBM versus its natural endosymbiont stage with P. bursaria.
The FASTQ files were converted to FASTQSANGER format with the FASTQ
Groomer tool (Blankenberg et al. 2010) and Tophat (Kim et al. 2013) was used to
align these datasets to the NC64A genome assembly (Blanc et al. 2010) with a
minimum and maximum intron length of 50 and 5,000, respectively. Around 1%
(~970,000 ) of the P. bursaria derived reads aligned to the C. variabilis genome,
and these reads were taken to represent a snapshot of gene expression in
endosymbiont cells. The same analysis pipeline was applied to the axenic C.
variabilis NC64A data. Reads that mapped to the genomic intervals for each
putative AA transporter denoted in Table 1 were counted using the Integrated
Genome Browser software package (Nicol et al. 2009) and normalized as total
mapped reads per gene in each condition per million mapped reads.

Results
High-throughput nutritional analysis identified distinct metabolic
signatures for symbiotic and free-living Chlorella species
The 567 growth conditions depicted in Suppl. Figs. 1-6 were analyzed by a twoway heat map (Fig. 1). This average-linkage map displayed differences in
metabolic capabilities of five symbiotic (green) and four free-living (blue)
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Chlorella species (Suppl. Fig. 7). Combinations of organic and inorganic nitrogen
(N) sources were tested with or without the addition of one of three sugars as a
carbon (C) source. Both C and N sources were added at 10 mM concentration.
The columns represent variations of 3 C and 12 N sources (2 complex mixtures,
7 organic, 3 inorganic) prepared on nitrogen-carbon-free (N-/C-) BBM. Purple
labels identify inorganic N sources at only 1 mM concentration while orange
labels represent media without Ca2+ both in N-/C- BBM. Rows represent the
growth of nine Chlorella strains on the 64 media combinations. The five symbiotic
strains include: C. variabilis NC64A, C. variabilis Syngen 2-3, C. variabilis F36ZK, C. variabilis OK1-ZK, and C. heliozoae SAG 3.83. The four free-living strains
are: C. sorokoniana (UTEX-1230), C. sorokoniana (CS-01), C. kessleri (B228)
and C. protothecoides (CP-29). Over five-hundred (n=567) outcomes were
plotted using cluster analysis. For each growth medium, triplicate tests were
performed for the symbiotic Chlorella with duplicate analyses for the free-living
Chlorella. Strains were compared with regard to their ability to assimilate the
nutrient sources by assigning a score between 0 and 5 for algae growth based
on color intensity in the flask after 9-12 days of growth for the symbiotic and 7-9
days of growth for the free-living strains. Gene Cluster 3.0 and Java TreeView
clustered the data in a heat map layout (Fig. 1). Within the figure, red color
represents robust growth and black color represents the absence of growth. A
tree diagram is attached on both axes of the heat map to indicate the nature of
the computed relationships among growth conditions and among the nine
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Chlorella species. Importantly, two clusters clearly separate a symbiotic clade
(top) from the free-living clade (bottom) based on their nutritional capabilities.

Casamino acids or peptone alone supply all the carbon and nitrogen
molecules needed for symbiotic algal growth
Symbiotic algae possess fastidious nutrient requirements, and several reports
confirm difficulties in the isolation and axenic growth of symbiotic algae (Albers et
al. 1982). For example, C. variabilis NC64A did not grow on unsupplemented
BBM but grew well on BBM with 1% peptone and 5% sucrose (MBBM) (Jolley
and Smith 1978; Kamako et al. 2005; Van Etten et al. 1983b). Previous reports
established that BBM with peptone alone was sufficient for growth of C. variabilis
NC64A and F36-ZK (Kamako et al. 2005). Although complete, the heat map
presented in Fig. 1 is cumbersome due to its large size. Therefore, we prepared
41 smaller analyses reflecting metabolic subsets of the data, and 6 of these
subsets are presented. In each subdivision, five symbiotic and four free-living
Chlorella were compared based on their abilities to grow on modifications of BBM
and MBBM.
In the first case, we analyzed the sub-group based on complex polypeptide
mixtures (peptone and casamino acids) with or without sucrose. The symbiotic
and free-living strains formed two distinct clades (Fig. 2) while two media clusters
also appeared, one for casamino acids alone and a second which included
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peptone + sucrose (MBBM), peptone alone, and casamino acids + sucrose. The
free-living strains did not grow well on casamino acids alone.
This analysis confirms that BBM with peptone is sufficient for growth of C.
variabilis NC64A and F36-ZK and extended the analysis to include three
additional symbiotic strains (C. variabilis OK1-ZK and Syngen 2-3 as well as C.
heliozoae SAG 3.83). These five Chlorella strains formed the symbiotic algal
clade. All the symbiotic strains grew slightly better on 1% casamino acids than on
1% peptone and, for both peptone and casamino acids, removal of sucrose and
NO3 from the control MBBM had no effect on their growth (Fig. 2). Although the
differences in growth were slight, the data suggest that organic N sources rich in
amino acids (AA), such as casamino acids, might be better assimilated by the
symbiotic over the free-living group. In contrast, stronger growth was observed
among most free-living species upon the addition of sucrose to either casamino
acids or peptone, suggesting that they are better adapted to the presence of a
sugar source in the media.
Asparagine, serine, and proline are better assimilated by symbiotic strains
Fig. 2 suggests that simpler organic N sources such as free amino acids (AA)
might be better assimilated by symbiotic strains. The juxtaposition of most
symbiotic stains growing comparatively better on casamino acids along with prior
data that NC64A could not utilize NO3 drew our attention to the N metabolism of
these organisms (Suppl. Fig. 11). Thus, we tested the metabolic capabilities of
the nine Chlorella species on ten organic and inorganic N sources.
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The dendogram (Fig. 3) shows a clear separation of symbiotic and free-living
strains based on their N assimilation patterns. All of the Chlorella species grew
robustly with Arg, urea, Gln and Gly as the sole N source in the media with the
proviso that the symbiotic strains grew slightly better. A separate cluster was
formed with Asn, Ser, and Pro with the symbiotic algae growing consistently
better on these 3 AA as compared to the free-living set. Within the symbioticspecific group, Asn prompted better growth than Ser, which in turn exceeded
growth on Pro. Thus, we confirm that organic N sources in general are better
assimilated by symbiotic than free-living algae. Following this trend, Asn, Ser,
and Pro appear to be symbiont-specific in that they were used poorly, if at all by
free-living Chlorella. Hence, Asn, Ser and Pro metabolism might be important
during axenic and symbiotic growth. The only inorganic N source that clustered
within the organic group was NH4 acetate.
The other two inorganic N sources, NH4 tartrate and sodium NO3, clustered in a
different clade, which exhibited poor or no growth for all strains. This finding was
surprising because NH4 and NO3 are the primary sources of N in most
environments. In plants, NO3 reductase is one of the few substrate-inducible
enzymes known and regulates external and internal signals that include light,
phytohormones, circadian rhythms, plastidic factors, N and C metabolites and
CO2 (Vidal et al. 2015); hence the importance of N metabolism in cell
homeostasis.
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Thus, in symbiotic algae, we encountered a remarkable duality in the form of
extracellular repression for NH4 and NO3 coupled with an intracellular ability to
use NH4 after uptake of Arg, Gln, Asn, and urea. These observations also
confirm previous reports on the Japanese Chlorella variabilis symbiont F36-ZK
regarding loss of NO3 assimilation coupled with an enhanced ability to uptake
certain AA (Kato et al. 2006). A general AA transport system is responsible for
the ability of F36-ZK to rapidly up take most AA, and the system has an acidproton symport mechanism that is pH-dependent (Kamako et al. 2005).
In plants, fungi and bacteria, most systems for AA transport are constitutively
expressed or derepressed only during N starvation (Sauer, 1984). Thus, N
metabolism in symbiotic algae is acting in starvation mode, hence the rapid
assimilation of some AA by the constitutively active general AA transport system.

Low ammonium concentrations are better assimilated by symbiotic strains
We examined the inorganic N sources in greater detail (Fig. 4). Fungal growth
media commonly include 10 mM concentrations of inorganic N salts; however,
these levels could be inhibitory or toxic to most Chlorella species. Thus, the NH4
and NO3 sources were compared at two concentrations (1 mM and 10 mM). NH4
tartrate was chosen because it is well known that it does not acidify medium for
fungal growth as much as NH4 sulfate or chloride (Hornby et al, 2001).
The 1 mM data are shown in purple in Fig. 4. Four of the five symbiotic strains
clustered tightly except for Syngen 2-3, which clustered with one of the free-living
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groups. Two clusters were formed when analyzing the media treatments, one
included both NO3 concentrations and another all the NH4 salts.
The lower NO3 level (1 mM) did not support any algal growth while at the higher
level (10 mM) three of the free-living and Syngen 2-3 strain (symbiotic group) had
minimal growth. In contrast, most symbiotic strains did not grow on NO3. On NO3
at 10 mM, only the Syngen 2-3 strain (symbiotic group) showed minimal growth
(Fig. 4). This is the first cluster analysis where at least one symbiotic strain did
not group within the symbiotic cluster.
Lower levels of NH4 acetate and NH4 tartrate (1 mM) supported growth of all
symbiotic strains while higher concentrations (10 mM) were inhibitory. Thus, we
conclude that most symbiotic strains grow better on low concentrations of NH4
compared to free-living strains and that NH4 acetate (1 mM) is better than NH4
tartrate (1 mM) for both symbiotic and free-living strains. The acetate helps
stimulate algal growth.
In summary, symbiotic algae possess an efficient system to import and
metabolize many AA and small oligopeptides. Intriguingly, they cannot efficiently
utilize NO3 or NH4 as sole N sources.

Galactose is a better carbon source than glucose or sucrose for symbiotic
growth
All of the algal growth rates observed in Figs. 3-4 were slower than those
observed on MBBM, which contains added sucrose and peptone. Thus, to further
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clarify growth rates and patterns, we supplemented all N sources with 3 C
sources: sucrose (present in MBBM), glucose, and galactose. Galactose was
chosen because in other microbes it does not exert catabolite repression
(Gancedo 1998). Results for the inorganic and organic N sources are shown in
Figs. 5A and B, respectively.
All symbiotic strains did not grow with any combination of sugar and NO3 (Fig.
5A) except for Syngen 2-3, which grew minimally in all NO3/sugar treatments but
the 10 mM NO3-galactose. Thus, even after the addition of sugars, the symbiotic
strains were unable to utilize NO3 as a sole N source (Fig. 5A).
Similar to the phenotypes observed in Fig. 4, 1 mM NH4 salts were better than 10
mM regardless of the sugar used, and consistently better growth was achieved
with 1 mM NH4 acetate as opposed to 1 mM NH4 tartrate. Additionally, better
growth was observed when galactose or sucrose was supplemented rather than
glucose.
Although sugar supplementation increased the growth rates of all symbiotic
strains, those rates never reached the growth levels observed on MBBM with any
inorganic N source tested. Therefore, the remaining difference is undoubtedly
due to the AA derived from the peptone on MBBM.
In contrast, the free-living strains had similar or better growth rates than on
MBBM after the addition of sugars, and they preferred sucrose and glucose.
Intriguingly, growth rates were significantly compromised when galactose was
used, except for the strain B228, which grew on galactose. Similar to the results
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in Fig. 4, most free-living strains consistently grew better on 10 mM salts than on
1 mM levels. Importantly, all free-living Chlorella grew on NO3, NH4 tartrate (10
mM), and NH4 acetate.

Galactose and organic nitrogen sources improve growth for symbiotic
strains but galactose is inhibitory for free-living strains
Addition of galactose and organic N sources to symbiotic strains improved their
growth rates to levels similar to MBBM (Fig. 5B). For the symbiont-specific
organic N sources (Asn, Ser, and Pro), better growth rates were observed for
Asn than for Ser and Pro.
In contrast, galactose had inhibitory effects on the growth of free-living strains
with most organic N sources, including the symbiont-specific N sources as well
as urea, Gln, and Arg. Minimal effects were observed for Gly. Strain B228 was
the only free-living strain that was able to utilize multiple organic N sources in the
presence of galactose. NC64A appears to have more enzymes involved in
carbohydrate metabolism than other sequenced chlorophytes (Blanc et al. 2010),
including some related to galactose metabolism (Suppl. Table 3). In addition, in
free-living strains, sucrose and glucose increased the growth rate of some
organic N sources; however, the phenotypes might be strain-specific.
Addition of sucrose also improved the assimilation of organic N sources on
symbiotic strains but not at levels similar to those observed for galactose.
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Interestingly, addition of glucose inhibited symbiotic growth on most organic N
sources, with the most glucose-sensitive strain being NC64A (Suppl. Fig. 10).

Differential calcium regulation in the assimilation of organic N sources by
symbiotic and free-living species
Amino acid transport is coupled to movement of ions, including Na+, H+, K+, Ca2+
and/or Cl− as well as movement of sugars. Thus, we investigated the possible
role of Ca2+ regulation in transport that might differ between symbiotic and freeliving Chlorella species.
We compared the effectiveness of organic N sources with (Fig. 6, black) or
without Ca2+ (Fig. 6, orange). We found that the assimilation of organic N
sources was either enhanced or inhibited by the absence of Ca2+ ions in the
medium. For instance, NC64A had decreased assimilation of Pro in the absence
of Ca2+ while Syngen 2-3 had decreased assimilation of Asn and Pro. In contrast,
OK1-ZK, F36-ZK and SAG 3.83 grew better when Asn, Pro, and Ser were
present in the absence of Ca2+ ions; these three strains showed the strongest
response to the manipulation of Ca2+ in the medium. No appreciable differences
were observed for urea, Gly, Arg or Gln for the five symbiotic algae. Thus,
although Ca2+ regulation plays a role in the assimilation of the symbiont-specific
organic N sources in symbiotic strains, the phenotypes were strain-specific (Fig.
6). Addition of a C source masked the effect of the absence/presence of Ca2+ in
the medium (data not shown).
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Intriguingly, Ca2+ ions in the medium also affected organic N assimilation in most
free-living Chlorella. The absence of Ca2+ had no appreciable effects on Asn,
Ser, and Pro (symbiont-specific organic N sources) in most free-living algae, but
strain-specific significant differences were observed for those N sources for
which symbiotic strains did not appear to be affected (e.g. urea, Arg, Gly, and
Gln).
Together, Ca2+ ions interfere with the assimilation of Asn, Ser or Pro exclusively
in symbiotic algae. In contrast, differential Arg, Gly and Gln assimilation was
observed only in free-living algae species. Although these phenotypes are
relatively strain-specific, the dichotomy in which N sources were affected
between symbiotic and free-living strains differentiates both groups.

Overrepresented amino acid transporter protein domains in the NC64A
genome are constitutively expressed in axenic NC64A cells
In 2010, we sequenced the NC64A genome to 9X coverage with 89% of
the genome on 413 scaffolds (46 Mb) (Blanc et al. 2010). While the overall GC
content is very high (67.2%), genomic islands with significantly lower GC content
that have greater ETS coverage existed throughout the genome. Additionally, a
significant (X2 test, α = 0.05 after Bonferroni correction) expansion of some
protein families (PFAM) was identified in NC64A that could have participated in
adaptation to symbiosis. A similar subset of PFAM domains was found
overrepresented in organisms that have intracellular or symbiotic life styles. We
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hypothesize that the corresponding proteins in NC64A play a role in the chlorella
intracellular interaction with the protozoan Paramecium bursaria. These PFAM
domains include proteins containing protein–protein interaction motifs (F-box and
MYND), adhesion domains (fasciclin), Cys-rich GCC2_GCC3 signatures, trypsinlike protease domains, class 3 lipase motifs and amino acid (AA) transporters
domains (Blanc et al. 2010).
In all domains of life, AA transporters act as extracellular or intracellular
nutrient sensors and as carriers of cellular nutrient supplies. Amino acids do not
readily diffuse across lipid membranes; rather, membrane-spanning transporter
proteins are required to move AAs in and out of a cell and between intracellular
compartments (Fischer et al. 1995). The significant increase in the number of AA
transporters in NC64A (35 proteins, Suppl. Table 1) caught our attention since
fifteen of them have ESTs, suggesting that they are constitutively expressed not
only in axenically growing cells (Fig. 7) (Blanc et al. 2010) but also within P.
bursaria cells (Fig. 8 and Suppl. Table 2) (Kodama et al. 2014). Therefore,
Chlorella symbionts (including NC64A) might have an efficient system for
importing AA from the P. bursaria host and could use some AA as a source of N
instead of other inorganic N sources (Albers et al. 1982; Blanc et al. 2010;
Karakashian 1975; Karakashian and Karakashian 1965; Kato et al. 2006). Taken
together, our genomic and transcriptomic analysis suggests that NC64A is able
to better assimilate unusual organic N and C sources likely by the
overrepresentation and expression of some trypsin-like proteases (which
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degrade peptides into AA) and AA transporter domains in its genome. This
evidence suggests a strong relationship between lifestyle and genomic
expansion of functional domains in the NC64A strain.

Bioinformatic and transcriptome analysis of amino acid transporter
orthologs in Chlorella species
Physiological observations led us to hypothesize that in nature the protozoan
host regulates the population of symbiotic Chlorella by restricting their N supply
with AA. Keeping the N supply low and the chlorophyll content 5-10 fold higher is
consistent with the symbiont functioning to provide excess photosynthate to the
host as secreted maltose (Rees, 1991). To test this hypothesis we compared
genes for AA transporter proteins between the symbiont C. variabilis NC64A and
the free-living algae C. sorokoniana UTEX-1230 as well as analyzed gene
expression of symbiont Chlorella growing within P. bursaria and NC64A growing
in axenic culture.
Given the demonstrated variation in capacity for utilization of AA as sole N
source between the free-living and symbiotic Chlorella strains, we sought to
assess whether the presence or absence of AA transporter encoding genes
could explain variation in this trait. Members of a collection of characterized AA
transporters from A. thaliana (Table 1; reviewed in Tegeder 2012) were used to
perform BLAST searches against both C. variabilis NC64A (Blanc et al. 2010)
and C. sorokiniana UTEX-1230 (UNL algal consortium, in preparation) genomes,
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using an expected value of 1×10-10 as a cutoff (Suppl. Fig. 12). The major
predicted isoform for each identified locus was selected and used to perform a
BLAST search against the Arabidopsis thaliana genome using an expected value
of 1×10-10 as a cutoff. Each algal protein returned an A. thaliana AA transporter,
and the gene designation and E-value is presented in Tables 1 and 2.
Results of the initial and reciprocal BLAST searches demonstrated that
the UTEX 1230 genome encodes 25 putative orthologs to some A. thaliana AA
transporter genes (Table 1), and NC64A encodes 16 putative AA transporter
orthologs (Table 2). UTEX 1230 contains two GABA transporter-like proteins and
two lysine-histidine-like transporters, whereas NC64A contained two of the
former and one of the latter. Multiple isoforms of broad-specificity AA permeases
and AA transporter genes were present in both genomes. Taken together,
reciprocal BLAST using A. thaliana proteins identified more AA transporter
orthologs in the UTEX 1230 genome than in the NC64A genome.
We compared AA transporter orthologs in NC64A and UTEX 1230 in more detail.
Thus, we used the set of 35 proteins present in NC64A (Suppl. Fig. 1) to do
reciprocal BLAST searches to the UTEX 1230 genome. We identified 27 AA
transporter orthologs shared between both genomes and 8 genes that are only
present in NC64A. From these, 3 are expressed in axenic cultures: EFN53131,
EFN50622 and EFN54340 (Table 3). Comparative genomics established that the
27 AA transport orthologs in UTEX 1230 are generally longer proteins that their
NC64A counterparts. They have protein identities that are lower that 65% (Table
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3). Even in outputs with the highest e-value (e-value=0), the expected bit score is
substantially higher that the calculated bit score between the orthologs proteins.
These results suggest that NC64A and UTEX 1230 orthologs had substantially
different sequence composition (Suppl. Table 4). We conclude that an increase
in gene duplications and diversification of AA transport genes could have been a
major enhancer for successful mutualistic in the NC64A strain.
In line with previous studies using genomic and transcriptomic approaches, we
estimated the expression levels of the C. variabilis AA transporter in the
endosymbiont state and found that 14 AA transporters orthologs (Fig. 8, Suppl.
Table 2, Suppl. Fig. 14) were expressed at detectable levels in the P. bursaria
assemblies. Of the expressed isoforms, several were differentially expressed
between C. variabilis growing axenically and as endosymbiont in P. bursaria, but
the sample size and differences in sequencing platform precluded a formal
statistical analysis of the significance of the differential expression. Of the 14
genes, two (EFN51990 and EFN50622) accounted for the vast majority (>80%)
of mapped reads in both conditions, indicating that these transporters likely
provide the majority of AA uptake capabilities in these symbiotic organisms.
Thus, mining genomes and transcriptomes we identified some AA transporter
genes that might play a role in symbiotic metabolism, however future studies
need to address the specific function(s) of the AA transporter proteins.
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Analysis of clustering by inferred models of evolution (CLIME) indicates
that amino acid transporters are evolutionarily absent in some protist
species
In order to map any evolutionary and functional relationships between the
overrepresentation of AA transporter genes in C. variabilis, we carried out a
statistical comparison of genomic content across species. We hypothesized that
the input set could contain modules with highly informative patterns of
evolutionary gains and losses that could shed light on the mechanisms
underlying the molecular evolution of genes and genomes.
Firstly, we applied CLIME using eight AA transporter gene homologues from A.
thaliana. CLIME partitions the input set into evolutionarily conserved modules
(ECMs) and an expansion set (ECM+) that includes other genes that likely have
arisen under similar inferred models of evolution. Our results included seven
singletons ECMs, indicating that most input genes do not share similar (common)
history of gains and losses across eukaryotic evolution (unrelated evolutionary
histories). The ECM with the highest strength (ϕ = 4.3) contained 2 genes
(AT1G80510 and AT3G30390) from the input set. AA transporters genes
included in ECMs 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 showed an ancestral node gene gain coming
early from the last common ancestor (LCA).
Surprisingly the ECM gene queries were broadly conserved across eukaryotes
but lost in most protist species (Suppl. Fig. 16). ECM 7, which contained the
amino acid permease 2 gene (APP2), was absent in Paramecium tetraurelia in
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particular. Importantly, seven out of 15 ESTs are AAP2-like AA transporters in C.
variabilis. The analysis suggests a strong degree of gene coevolution that
included a coordinated gene loss of the AA transporters in protists. Although, AA
transporter gene losses were sporadic across other species, AAP2 (ECM 7)
showed the most dynamic gene losses across lineages, where multiple events
were observed not only in protists but also in plants, fungi and metazoan
genomes. As a result, a lineage-specific gene family expansion of AA
transporters by gene duplication occurred in symbiotic Chlorella, probably to
complement the endosymbiotic interaction with their protist host(s).
Secondly, we sought to identify other cellular processes that might be under
common selective constraints to the AA transporters. They could provide an
evolutionary indication that the collective activity of the gene group might be
relevant for their overall function. We analyzed all expansion ECMs+ that
contained non-paralogs genes with significant log-likelihood ratio (LLR > 10). We
found that most genes with common selective constraints were involved in
carbon, nitrogen and nucleotide metabolism (46%), DNA and RNA processes
(19%), cell cycle regulation (10%), defense response (8%), cell death (6%), lipid
metabolism (6%) and ion transport (5%) (Suppl. Fig. 15, Suppl. Table 6). ECM7
showed the least amount of genes within the ECM+, with only 3 additional gene
paralogs in A. thaliana (APP3, APP4 and lysine histidine transporter LHT7),
suggesting a dynamic and unique evolutionary history across species.
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Specific genes under common selective constraints to the AA trasnporters were
involved in gluconeogenesis (succinate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase, 6phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphate, uridine kinase-like 5),
galactose metabolism (UDP-arabinose 4-epimerase, bifunctional UDP-glucoes 4epimerase and UDP-xylose 4-epimerase 1), AA metabolism (serine racemase,
pyridoxal phosphate-dependent transferase, pyridoxine/pyridoxamine 5’phosphate oxidase 1), sucrose metabolism (UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase),
TOR signaling (Raptor2), calcium and potassium ion transport (calcineurin B-like
protein, quiescin-sulfphydryl oxidase) and those involved in defense response to
virus, bacteria and fungus.
Taken together, the observed differences in overall levels of gene gains and
losses between protist lineages and their potential symbionts implicate specific
gene inventory flux as an important symbiotic-associated process in nature.
Additionally, metabolic gene fluxes might have implications in metabolic rewiring
at the cellular level.

In silico network reconstruction analysis of Arabidopsis amino acid
transporters suggest an overall cell metabolic reprogramming
To identify cellular interactions and functions affected by the constitutive
expression of AA transporters, we analyzed the A. thaliana microarray database
with the ATTED-II tool to search for genes that are co-expressed with
the counterpart A. thaliana homologues. Using six A. thaliana AA transporter
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genes we identified that they co-regulated important subnetworks related with
central metabolism. Astoundingly, the gene network agreed with the functional
relationships identified by CLIME, suggesting that some cellular functions might
be influenced by common selective constraints and the collective activity of the
gene group might be relevant for their function.
We grouped them in four main subnetworks which contained significantly
enriched gene ontology terms for biological processes involved in nucleotide, N
and C metabolism (56%), defense regulation (20%), DNA and RNA processes
(15%) and cell death (9%) (Suppl. Fig. 13, Suppl. Table 5). Specifically evident
genes were those related to glucose and galactose metabolism (reversiblyglycosylated protein 5, PMT5 polyol transporter, STP4 glucose transporter
protein, UDP-galactose transporter), nitrate metabolism (glutamine synthetase,
beta-fructofuranosidase, high-affinity nitrate transporter), autophagy and defense
regulation (G18D autophagy-related protein, NiaP nicotinate transporter, major
facilitator protein).
Together by reconstructing and analyzing a gene regulatory network of AA
transporters in A. thaliana, we identified coexpressed gene pairs mainly involved
in central metabolism and defense response that could potentially be drivers
orchestrating unique symbiotic growth advantage. This genome-wide geneexpression data approach has potentially important implications for signatures for
endosymbitoic life styles. Our analysis suggests that the overrepresentation and
active gene expression of some AA transporters in C. variabilis could potentially
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trigger ancient evolutionary genome plasticity and metabolic reprogramming at
the cellular level where distinct metabolic networks might become increasingly
interwoven and interdependent throughout evolution.

Discussion
Chlorellla symbionts are polyphyletic (i.e. they have arisen as protozoan
symbionts from different origins) (Fujishima 2010). These strains have sustained
long-standing associations with their protozoan hosts and have evolved unique
interactions that are not random but, rather, the result of natural selection
operating to ensure the survival of both the symbiont and the host. Frequently,
these constraints include blocks, such as the inability to use NO3, designed to
force the two partners to stay together. Nutrient utilization must be highly
regulated during the symbiotic growth phase in order for the algae to respond
appropriately to available nutrient conditions and to limit nutrient acquisition from
the host cell. For instance, studies on Hydra viridissima suggest that algae cells
are in N-limiting conditions while growing in their host (Pardy, 1974, McAuley
1987b). The host can restrict the supply of N to the algae and control the
symbiont proliferation by manipulating the N supply, either by regulating N uptake
or by controlling the supply of AA derived from the host metabolism.
In this study, we conclude that symbiotic algae have physiological signatures that
are conserved. Fig. 1 depicts the resulting heat map and relatedness trees. This
analysis confirms the robust nutritional/metabolic differences between the
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symbiotic and free-living Chlorella as well as the generalization that the freeliving Chlorella are better adapted for inorganic N sources while the symbiotic
Chlorella are adapted for organic N sources. The five symbiotic Chlorella are
polyphyletic; namely, they derive from multiple independent symbiotic events.
Yet, they are all similar in their inability to use NO3 but they exhibit rapid uptake
and utilization of certain AA as sole N sources. Additionally their growth rates
were slower compared to their free-living counterparts and they all are
susceptible to double stranded DNA virus infections (Suppl. Table. 7) (Van Etten
and Dunigan 2012; Quispe et al. unpublished). Thus, our data suggest that these
phenotypic differences reflect a major cellular and metabolic reprogramming at
the structural and molecular level. These evolutionary changes could include
previous observations related to cell wall structure, energy balance, cell cycle
regulation, and decreased cellular defenses in NC64A. The results also provide
possible connection between the endosymbiotic life style and virus susceptibility,
illustrating the trade-offs endosymbiotic Chlorella must make in nature.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Hierarchical heat map (average-linkage) clusters symbiotic and free-living
strains based on their metabolic capabilites. Columns represent combinations of organic
and inorganic nitrogen (N) sources with or without the addition of a carbon (C) source.
All were added at 10 mM concentrations. MBBM is the control. Purple labels identify
inorganic N sources at 1 mM concentration, and orange labels represent media without
Ca2+. Rows represent the five symbiotic strains (green) and four free-living strains (blue).
Tree diagrams indicate the nature of the computed relationship among growth conditions
and among Chlorella species. For each growth medium, triplicates were performed for
the symbiotic Chlorella strains and duplicates for the free-living Chlorella species. A
color scale indicates relative growth: red represents robust growth and black represents
absence of growth. Flask tests were performed for 9-12 days for the symbiotic and 7-9
days for the free-living strains. Subsequent heat map figures follow a similar layout.
Figure 2. Heat map subgroup from Fig. 1 displays variations of MBBM (sucrose +
peptone). Peptone is replaced by 1% casamino acids. A color scale indicates relative
growth. Flask tests were performed for 9 days for the symbiotic and 7 days for the freeliving strains.
Figure 3. Heat map subgroup from Fig. 1 compares inorganic and organic N sources at
10 mM concentrations as the sole N source. Inorganic sources include NH4 tartrate,
sodium NO3, and NH4 acetate. Organic sources include arginine (Arg), urea, glutamine
(Gln), glycine (Gly), asparagine (Asn), proline (Pro), and serine (Ser). A color scale
indicates relative growth. Flask tests were performed for 12 days for the symbiotic and 9
days for the free-living strains.
Figure 4. Heat map subgroup from Fig. 1 displays growth on NO3 at 1 mM (purple) and
10 mM concentrations. Inorganic N sources are listed in the columns. A color scale
indicates relative growth. Flask tests were performed for 12 days for the symbiotic and 9
days for the free-living strains.
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Figure 5. Heat map subgroups from Fig. 1. Inorganic (A) and organic (B) N sources
supplemented with glucose, sucrose, and galactose. Purple labels identify N sources at
1 mM concentration. A color scale indicates relative growth. Flask tests were performed
for 9 days for the symbiotic and 7 days for the free-living strains.
Figure 6. Heat map subgroup from Fig. 1 displays removal of Ca2+ (orange) from media
with organic N sources. Flask tests were performed for 12 days for the symbiotic and 9
days for the free-living strains.
Figure 7. C. variabilis NC64A mRNA of AA transporter genes during axenic growth.
Normalized mRNA abundance of 15 AA transporter genes.
Figure 8. Comparison of relative expression of AA transporter genes as Log2 fold
changes between axenic C. variabilis NC64A and P. bursaria harboring symbiotic C.
variabilis. Expression data for each gene represents manual counts of reads aligning to
the corresponding genomic interval normalized per million mapped reads. The relative
expression fold change for genes identified as being differentially expressed are
represented, so genes that are upregulated in the P. bursaria harboring symbiotic alga
have a negative Log2 fold change value (white bars).
Figure. 9. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of expressed AA transporters in C.
variabilis NC64A (blue circles) extracted from transcriptomic analysis from axenic
cultures. Green circles indicate A. thaliana orthologs.
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Table Legends
Table 1. Accession numbers of putative C. variabilis NC64A orthologs to A. thaliana
proteins involved in AA transport. AAP=amino acid permeases, AAT= amino acid
transporter, LHT= lysine histidine transporter.
Table 2. Scaffold numbers of putative C. sorokiniana UTEX-1230 orthologs to A.
thaliana proteins involved in AA transport. AAP=amino acid permeases, AAT= amino
acid transporter, LHT= lysine histidine transporter.
Table 3. Accession and scaffold numbers of putative C. variabilis NC64A orthologs to C.
sorokiniana proteins involved in AA transport.
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Supplementary Figure Legends
Supplementary Figure 1. In-vitro flask test identifies metabolic differences between
symbiotic and free-living Chlorella strains grown on variations of MBBM (sucrose +
peptone). Columns represent combinations of complex N (1% peptone or 1% casamino
acids) with or without the addition of sucrose (10 mM). MBBM is the control. Rows
represent the nine strains. The five symbiotic strains include Chlorella variabilis NC64A,
Chlorella heliozoae SAG 3.83, Chlorella variabilis Syngen 2-3, Chlorella variabilis F36ZK, and Chlorella variabilis OK1-ZK. The four free-living strains are Chlorella sorokiniana
UTEX 1230, Chlorella sorokiniana CS-01, Chlorella kessleri B228, and Chlorella
protothecoides 29. Flasks were shaken at 200 rpm and 26oC in constant light. Symbiotic
strains were incubated for 9 days and free-living strains were incubated for 7 days. For
each growth medium, triplicates were performed for the symbiotic Chlorella strains and
duplicates for the free-living Chlorella species. Flasks were evaluated based on the color
scale included. Subsequent supplementary figures have similar layouts.
Supplementary Figure 2. In-vitro flask test of organic N (10 mM). Nitrogen sources
include arginine (Arg), urea, glutamine (Gln), glycine (Gly), asparagine (Asn), proline
(Pro), and serine (Ser). Photos were taken after 12 days for the symbiotic and after 9
days for the free-living strains.
Supplementary Figure 3. In-vitro flask test of inorganic N (1 or 10 mM). Nitrogen
sources include NH4 tartrate, sodium NO3, and NH4 acetate. Photos were taken after 12
days for the symbiotic and after 9 days for the free-living strains.
Supplementary Figure 4. In-vitro flask test of inorganic N (1 or 10 mM) supplemented
with C source (10 mM). Carbon sources include (A) glucose, (B) sucrose, and (C)
galactose. Nitrogen sources include NH4 tartrate, sodium NO3, and NH4 acetate. Photos
were taken after 9 days for the symbiotic and after 7 days for the free-living strains.
Supplementary Figure 5. In-vitro flask test of organic N (1 or 10 mM) supplemented
with C source (10 mM). Carbon sources include (A) glucose, (B) sucrose, and (C)
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galactose. Nitrogen sources include Arg, Urea, Gln, Gly, Asn, Pro, and Ser. Photos were
taken after 9 days for the symbiotic and after 7 days for the free-living strains.
Supplementary Figure 6. In-vitro flask test displays removal of Ca2+ from media with
organic N sources (10 mM). Nitrogen sources include Arg, Urea, Gln, Gly, Asn, Pro, and
Ser. Photos were taken after 12 days for the symbiotic and after 9 days for the free-living
strains.
Supplementary Figure 7. Phylogenetic tree displays relationship between Chlorella
strains.
Supplementary Figure 8. MBBM and FES media components.
Supplementary Figure 9. Experimental flow chart of liquid nutritional test.
Supplementary Figure 10. Growth of symbiotic NC64A, SAG 3.83, and Syngen 2-3
cells on minimal defined media. MBBM is the control.
Supplementary Figure 11. Sequence comparative analysis of nitrate metabolic genes
in green algae.
Supplementary Figure 12. Genetic regulatory network reconstruction using AA
transporters genes from Arabidopsis thaliana.

Supplementary Figure 13. Genetic regulatory network reconstruction chart of
characterized genes from Arabidopsis thaliana.

Supplementary Figure 14. C. variabilis NC64A mRNA levels of 15 AA transporter
genes after PBCV-1 infection. Raw read counts shown in black, and DESeq normalized
read counts shown in green.
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Supplementary Figure 15. Functional distribution of expansion ECMs+ that contained
non-paralogs genes with significant log-likelihood ratio (LLR > 10).
Supplementary Figure 16. Clustering by inferred models of evolution (CLIME) indicates
that AA transporters are evolutionarily absent in some protist species.
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Supplementary Table Legends
Supplementary Table 1. Thirty-five putative AA transporter proteins (Pfam PF01490.9)
in C. variabilis NC64A.
Supplementary Table 2. Expression summary of predicted AA transporter genes in C.
variabilis NC64A. Expression data for each gene represents manual counts of reads
aligning to the corresponding genomic interval normalized per million mapped reads.
Supplementary Table 3. Carbohydrate-active (CAZy) enzymes with galactose activity
that are overrepresented in the C. variabilis NC64A genome when compared to other
chlorophyte green algae.
Supplementary Table 4. Putative C. variabilis (cvr) NC64A orthologs to C. sorokiniana
(UTEX 1230) proteins involved in AA transport. Table includes the number of KEGG
orthologs present in other organisms: A. thaliana (ath), S. cerevisiae (cse),
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (cre) Ostreococcus lucimarinus (olu), Oryzias latipes (ola),
Ostreococcus tauri (ota), Micromonas sp. RCC299 (mis), Coccomyxa subellipsoidea
(csl), Micromonas pusilla (mpp), and Volvox carteri (vcn).
Supplementary Table 5. Genetic regulatory network reconstruction gene list after using
6 AA transporter genes from Arabidopsis thaliana to predict the output.

	
  
Supplementary Table 6. Clustering by inferred models of evolution (CLIME) analyzes
using eight AA transporter genes from A. thaliana. CLIME partitions the input set into
evolutionarily conserved modules (ECMs) and an expansion set (ECM+) that includes
other genes that likely have arisen under similar inferred models of evolution.

	
  
Supplementary Table 7. Growth rates of symbiotic NC64A, SAG 3.83, and Syngen 2-3
cells on various nitrogen and carbon sources with MBBM as control.	
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Appendix Figure Legends
Appendix 1. Systematic salt removal using BBM and FES media on symbiotic NC64A
and SAG 3.83 cells. Media is supplemented with galactose (10 mM) and urea (10 mM).
Growth was evaluated after 9 days using the visual scale shown in left.
Appendix 2. pH effect in NC64A growth on minimal defined FES and BMM medium.
Growth was evaluated after 15 days using the visual scale shown in left.
Appendix 3. Light microscopy observations of SAG 3.83 cells growing on various
nitrogen and carbon sources under white and UV light at 3 and 7 days.
Appendix 4. Light microscopy observations of Syngen 2-3 cells growing on various
nitrogen and carbon sources under white and UV light at 3, 7, 9, and 11 days.
Appendix 5. Light microscopy observations of NC64A cells growing on various nitrogen
and carbon sources under white and UV light at 4 and 7 days.
Appendix 6. Experimental flow chart to test colony induction on symbiotic Chlorella
species.
Appendix 7. Seventy days old SAG 3.83 colonies formed on various carbon and
nitrogen sources.
Appendix 8. SAG 3.83 colonies formed on various carbon and nitrogen sources with a
range of starting cell concentrations.

	
  
Appendix 9. Experimental flow for high-throughput solid media nutritional screening of
Chlorella species.

	
  
Appendix 10. Growth of 9 Chlorella species growing on solid asparagine, urea, and
glucosamine minimal media.
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Appendix 11. Pictures representing the range of nitrogen and carbon assimilation in the
high-throughput solid media nutritional screening with nine Chlorella species.

Appendix 12. Pulsed field gel electrophoresis of genomic DNAs from SAG 3.83, F36ZK, Syngen 2-3, NC64A, OK1-ZK and C. sorokoniana (UTEX 1230). Markers and
running conditions labeled.

Appendix 13. Full genome alignment of symbiotic C. variabilis NC64A and free-living C.
sorokoniana 1230.

Appendix 14. Comparison of chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes of C. variabilis
NC64A and C. sorokiniana (UTEX 1230).
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